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CHAPTER XVI. '
PROVISIONS

FOll EXTINGUISHING FIRES IN THE CITIES
AND TOWNS OF GREAT BRITAIN .

In preparing this section, endeavours have been made to collect
particulars from all towns with a population of 2,000 and over, for
which purpose above 800 circulars have been sent , addressed to
the superintendent of the fire brigade or keeper of the engines of
each town ; and all that have been received up to the last moment
are inserted . To prevent trouble to those of whom enquiries have
been made, and to ensure only such information as was most likely
to be useful, every precaution has been taken to avoid asking for
or inserting anything superfluous , and the information sought has
been arranged in the form given .
It is to be hoped that the increased danger to which we are
hourly exposed from fire, and which is daily becoming more ex¬
tensive from the increase of houses and other buildings , and the
rapid development of various branches of industry , some of a more
or less dangerous character , will impress upon everyone the desira¬
bility and importance of well organised and well equipped arrange¬
ments for combating fires throughout the country . The great
spread of the spirit of volunteering amongst the young men of the
present day, the great increase of intelligence and education
throughout all classes, and the general desire of all to be useful or
have something to do, offers a ready means of overcoming any
difficulty that may arise as to the question of working in a proper
manner the engines and appliances which may be provided for this
purpose ; and the list , so far as the author has been able to obtain
them , of volunteer brigades already in existence , is an ample proof
of how readily such a thing can be carried out, if started by proper
persons and arranged in a proper manner .
The volume of the ‘Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ for 1861 contains
some excellent remarks on the subject of fire extinguishing arrange¬
ments , in a series of interesting articles entitled ‘ Fires and Fire
Brigades ,’ which are well worthy of perusal .
There can be no reason to doubt that it has been from a tolerably
early period the intention of the ruling powers of this country that
the controlling and extinguishing of fires should be in the hands
of volunteers . Taking the course of legislation bn the subject
during past years, it seems to give ample proof of this , for it was
made compulsory on every parish within the Bills of Mortality to
maintain a fire engine and ladders ; and arrangements were made
to pay rewards of various amounts to the persons who brought up
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the first, second, and third engine , ‘ provided the
engines
good order ,’ and supplied with the appliances needed to were in
set them
to work ; and in the next year arrangements were
made so that
the owners and keepers of ‘ other large engines ’ (not parish
were entitled to receive the rewards if they attended in theengines )
proper
order .
Now as this act does not contain any provision or order for
pay¬
ment of the persons working these engines at a fire, or
impose any
obligation on the parishes to take the engines to a fire, but
leaves
the reward to stand as a sufficient inducement , it may be
reasonably
assumed that it was intended there shoidd be a volunteer
brigade
in every parish , who should work the engines at fires ;
the parishes
being bound , under a penalty , to provide and maintain
engines
and plant for this purpose .
In Great Britain there exists no general law for
or
regulating fire extinguishing arrangements , such as is providing
to be found
in continental or foreign states ; nor is it in the whole
at all likely
that any arbitrary regulations of the kind existing
abroad would
be tolerated in this country , however desirable it may
be
efficient and proper system, so far as could be obtained of a that an
uniform
character , should be maintained and established throughout
the
country .
Local regulations for this purpose will be found to exist in
many
towns in Great Britain , where paid brigades are
maintained
by
the corporations or police, such as Dublin , Norwich,
Leeds, Edin¬
burgh , Manchester , Liverpool , &c. ; but taking it as a
whole, such
cases will be found the exception rattier than the rule .
Long
immunity from the destructive ravages of fire renders people
different to the matter , and careless of providing means for in¬
con¬
trolling it , though it by no means decreases its desirability
importance ; in fact, it may be considered an undeniable and
truth
that the longer a place has remained without a fire the
more
likely
and certain it is that it will undergo the infliction, and
the sooner
it will happen .
By the Building Act of 14 Geo. III ., 1774, which was
in force
in the Metropolitan district , or ‘ Bills of Mortality ,’
it was provided ,
sec. 85, ‘ That upon the breaking out of any fire within
the limits
aforesaid, all constables and beadles upon notice thereof
shall
immediately repair to the place where the said fire shall happen ,
with their staves and other badges of their authority , and
shall be
aiding and assisting as well in extinguishing the said
fire and
causing people to work at the engines , and also in
preventing
goods being stolen , and shall seize and apprehend all ill
disposed
persons that they shall find stealing or pilfering from the
inha¬
bitants ; as also that the said constables and beadles shall give
their
utmost assistance to help the inhabitants to recover their
goods.’
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In many towns the insurance companies holding risks therein
have provided engines and appliances for the purpose of extinguish¬
ing fires, many of which engines are manned by volunteers who
have formed themselves into brigades to use the engines . One of
the most efficient of these is the well known West of England
Brigade at Plymouth , where, under the able management of Mr.
Wm . Marshall , they have rendered such signal service to the public
on so many occasions ; though it is to be regretted that they have
been subjected to constant annoyance and interference from the
police and other paid servants of the public (who are unable , it
seems, to understand or appreciate the spirit which actuates a
volunteer ), a line of conduct unfortunately not confined to Plymouth
or the paid servants of the public , many examples having frequently
occurred in London .
Engines and appliances , but generally of a thoroughly inappro¬
priate character , and often also left in a lamentable state of inefficiency
through neglect and disuse, have been in many places provided by
the parish ; but ‘ Bumbledom ,’ as a rule , will seldom be found to
encourage progress, or liberal enough to provide the funds required
to start or maintain in a proper manner the plant and appliances
required for this purpose ; it being considered a sufficient and un¬
answerable proof that nothing of the sort is needed , because a fire
has never occurred, •and therefore it is practically believed to be
a cheaper and more commendable course to wait until a good con¬
flagration occurs before attempting to make any provision against
this contingency .
The small number of replies to the circulars received by the
author shows the general indifference which exists in regard to the
important point of an efficient means for controlling and ex¬
tinguishing fires, and in affording or gaining information on the
subject . From the results of the returns he divides them into
three classes, viz. totally unprotected , partially protected , and
protected . The first class explains itself, but the second comprises
all towns which, though possessing fire extinguishing plant , have
no organised or trained body of men to work it ; and the last class
comprehends all those towns provided with proper plant and trained
men to use it.
As a rule it may be said that a partly protected town is but
little better off than an unprotected one, inasmuch as from the
want of men acquainted with the construction , use, and manage¬
ment of fire engines, and the proper mode of attacking a fire, the
mischief will generally be done before any beneficial attempts can
be made to check it ; and even if there be a man who understands
his business, but is unaided by persons properly instructed in those
duties which are required at a fire, the result is but little better ,
and certainly of anything but a satisfactory character , or conducive
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to increased safety of life and property in case of
fire. The dis¬
advantage of having engines only, without a trained set of
men to
manage them , must be evident ; and one superintendent of
engines
,
in a large town where there is no brigade , writes, ‘
of hands , I am obliged to take any wlio will work,Having no staff
and in case of
fire I find it very difficult to get men who understand
the coupling
of hose and working of engines, which often
causes delay, as I
have to do the whole of the work myself, and see
after the water
getting as well ;’ a series of circumstances , it may be
remembered ,
of anything but a nature to add to the safety of
the inhabitants , or
diminish the damage caused by fire.
London , said to be the largest city in the civilised world,
cover¬
ing an area of 120 square miles, and containing a
population
of
over 3,000,000 of inhabitants , had , up to the
middle of 1865,
no government or municipal provision or
establishment to con¬
trol and extinguish its fires ; but was entirely
dependent on the
services of some thirty or forty engines , and some
130 men ,
established by an association of the fire insurance
companies
for
their own benefit and advantage , and to diminish the
risks they
encounter on their insured property , and the good offices
of the
volunteer brigades , aDd the engines of those parishes
who were
sufficiently liberal to keep up a proper system of engines and
plant
for this purpose .
In addition to the regular Fire Establishment
there are the 85
fire escapes and stations , and the staff of 100 men
for working
them , supported by voluntary contributions . There
are also 10
volunteer fire brigades , with a staff of 192 men and 15
engines ,
1 being a steamer , who voluntarily assist in
extinguishing fires.
The East and West India Docks have fifteen land
engines, two
steam tugs fitted up as floating engines , and twelve
hydraulic
jets
from the hydraulic pump . From this pump , by the
pressure
in
the mains, a jet can be thrown to the height of 180
feet, or by all
their power and engines combined , about 18 tons a
minute . Their
largest land engines are more powerful than any
possessed by the
London Fire Engine Establishment , being larger , and
more water. The whole cost of their fire plant was 4,500/ throwing
., and the
annual cost of keeping it up between 300/ . and 400/ .
per
annum .
The two tugs cost for the fire fittings 1, 000/ . The men
are
monthly , and every man in the Docks takes his turn at exercised
the drill .
The London Docks have two floating engines , four
land engines ,
and forty six fire cocks. The largest floating
engine throws \ \
ton of water per minute , and the smaller 1 ton .
The expense of
the fire appliances is 800/. per annum , which
includes firemen ’s
wages, hose, gear, and other appliances . The men are
month . They have 4,700 feet of hose, and 652 fire drilled every
buckets .
The Victoria Docks have ten fire engines, twenty
three stand
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pipes, and one floating fire engine (tug ). The water main will
throw a jet 35 feet. The cost of the fire appliances is 7501.
The St. Katherine ’s Docks have four land engines and one float¬
ing engine, twenty two high pressure stand cocks, and eleven or
twelve low pressure stand cocks. There are also 350 buckets of
water filled ready for use at a moment ’s notice . The expense of
the fire arrangements is 1,000/ . per annum .
Statistics .
Area

Population

Number of
stations

square miles
120

3,000,000

19

1,000,000
1,700,000

35
130

Name

London
New York
Paris

23
110

Number of engines
. « f steam 10 1

4* \ hand 33 /
. Af steam 35 1
40 { hand

180 hand

5 )

Number of
men

132
1,478
1,270

Proportions .

miles
miles Engine
Square
Square
station
Engine

London has
„
Paris
New York ,,

l 'OO to 6
148 to 1
1-52 to 1

Men

mile Man

Square

1-00 to 3 1'0 and a fraction to 1
to 1
1-63 to 1 11-5
to 1
1-74 to 1 64-3

Inhabitants

1 to 20,000
1 to 1,338
676’5
1 to

The area of the city of New York , or Manhattan Island , is about
23 square miles, on which there is a population of about 1,000,000.
It will, be seen that they have at the present time , under the new
arrangement , 35 engine stations , 35 steam fire engines, and 5 hand
engines in use, with a total of 1,478 firemen engaged in controlling
and extinguishing fires.
The city of Aberdeen , with a population of 74,000, has its paid
fire brigade , which was established in the year 1800. The fire
extinguishing arrangements are in the hands of the police, and the
brigade consists of sixty six men . There are four engine stations
and six engines, each with two pumps of 8 in. diameter and 12 in.
stroke . There are 2,400 feet of leather hose belonging to the
engines ; and there is a ladder fire escape belonging to the brigade ,
but it has never been required . The brigade is supported by the
commissioners of police, and the annual cost is 150/. exclusive of
the repairs of the engines . The total value of fire plant is about
b,000/ . The supply of water is obtained from fire taps or cocks
connected with the mains supplying the town.
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The town of Abergavenny , in Monmouthshire , with a population
of 6,083, has its paid fire brigade , which was remodelled in 1863,
an old and inefficient one having been long in existence. There is
one engine station , with one engine for country use, a hose
reel for
use in the town, and one fire escape. The brigade consists of one
superintendent , one foreman , and twelve firemen , whose uniform
consists of a red serge shirt , lettered and numbered . When at¬
tending fires in the town, the foreman is paid 7s. 6d. and the fire¬
men 5s. each, and when at fires in the country , foreman 10s. and
firemen 7s. 6d. each. The annual cost of the brigade is 13/., ob¬
tained from the local taxes . The engine is for sixteen men , and
has 150 feet of leather and 40 feet of rubber hose, while there are
200 feet of rubber hose for town use. The value of the plant and
appliances is about 150?. The water supply in case of fire is derived
from fire plugs in the streets , placed at every 100 yards, and the
water is at high pressure . The fires average 6 yearly .
The town of Accrington , in Lancashire , with a population of
18,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1854, one engine
station , and one engine . The brigade consists of ten men, and the
engine has 9^- in. pumps for forty men , with 50 feet of leather
and 1,400 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appli¬
ances being about 300?. The annual cost of the brigade , main¬
tained by the local Board of Health , is about 60?., paid out of the
general district rates . The supply of water , in case of fire, is
obtained from the fire plugs in the mains of the water company.
The town of Alnwick, in Northumberland , with a population of
7,000, has no regular fire brigade or engines, but fires are
extin¬
guished by hydrants fixed all over the town. The watermen or
turncocks , assisted by tbe scavengers , act as firemen when wanted ,
further paid assistance being obtained as required ; and it is said
that they have been able to cope with all fires by the means pro¬
vided. According to the report , ‘we have always plenty of volun¬
teers ’ to help and get paid for their services. It is stated that the
hose is generally fixed and the water in full play in from five to
ten minutes in any part of the town. The owners of property are
charged for labour only. There are 100 feet of leather , 100 feet
of rubber , and 100 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the fire
plant
being about 50?. The fires average 6 yearly .
The town of Alston, in Cumberland , with a population of 1,800,
sends the following return :— ‘No fire engine of any kind is kept
in the town, or within twenty miles thereof ! ’
The town of Alton, in Hampshire , with a population of about
4,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1863, one
engine station , and three engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent , one assistant superintendent , one engineer , and
twenty three firemen . One engine is a steamer (this is the fifst
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country volunteer fire brigade in England to use one), and the
other two are manuals , with 900 feet of leather and 200 feet of
canvas hose. There are a fire escape ladder , five dozen fire buckets ,
and the usual other appliances ; the value of the fire plant being
800£. The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
river and the town ; and the fires average nearly 7 yearly .
The town of Ashburton , in Devonshire , with a population of
about 4,000, has its paid fire brigade , first established in 1750, and
rearranged in 1786, with one engine station and two engines. The
brigade consists of one superintendent and fourteen men , and the
engines have each 5 in. pumps for fourteen men. There are 100
feet of leather hose, and the value of the plant and appliances is
110Z. The cost of the brigade is 51. per year , defrayed by the
parish . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
town mains, pumps , &c. ; and the fires are from 1 to 2 yearly .
The town of Ashford, in Kent , with a population of 8,005, has
its volunteer fire brigade of twenty nine men , first established in
1824, one engine station , and two engines with 6 in. pumps . The
value of the plant and appliances is about 1501. The brigade is
supported by voluntary contributions , and the annual cost of keep¬
ing the engines and plant in order is 12l. The town is supplied
by waterworks , and the average number of fires per year is 4.
The borough of Ashton -under -Lyne , in Lancashire , with a
population of 34,894, has two separate paid fire brigades , one
belonging to the borough, established about forty years ago, and
the other that of the West of England Insurance Company,
established about twenty years since. There are three engine
stations and three engines, besides one hose carriage . The
borough brigade has two engines, one with 9 in. pumps for
thirty men , the other with two 7 in. pumps for eighteen men ;
and there are one superintendent and twelve men . The hose
consists of 297 feet of leather , and 1,740 feet of canvas. The
West of England brigade has one engine with 7 in . pump for
twelve men, 297 feet of leather , and 150 feet of canvas hose ;
and there are one superintendent and six men in the brigade .
The borough brigade costs 80Z. per annum , and is maintained
out of the borough rates ; and when the engines work at fires the
brigades are paid by the insurance company or the owner of the
property . The superintendent receives a salary of 20l. per annum ,
the branchmen 17s. 6d. per quarter , and the firemen 12s. 6d. per
quarter . At practice or drill they receive 2s. per man . The
superintendent receives 2s. per hour when at a fire ; the branch men 2s. per hour for first hour , and Is . 6d . per hour after , when
at a fire ; the firemen Is . 6d. per hour for first hour, and Is . per
hour after , when at a fire. Alarms Is . for men, and pumpers 6c?.
per hour and refreshments . The value of the plant and appliances
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of the two brigades is 408 ?. The supply of water is
obtained from
the street mains, patent hydrants being used ; and the fires
average
12 per annum .
The burgh of Ayr, in Scotland , with a population of 9,000, has
its tire brigade , established twenty years ago, which is part
paid
and part volunteer , with one engine station and three engines
.
The brigade consists of six members , and the engines have 4l in.
pumps for ten men each, with 400 feet of leather hose ; the value
of the plant and appliances being 100?. The cost of the
bi'igade
is 12?. per annum , paid out of the borough fund . The supply
of
water in case of fire is obtained from the town water plugs ; and
the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Bandon , in Ireland , with a population of 6,500,
has no fire brigade , but two engine stations and two engines.
One
engine is for sixteen men and the other for twenty eight ; and there
are 230 feet of leather hose, the value of the plant and
appliances
being about 260?. The water supply in case of fire is derived from
two rivers and several public pumps ; and the fires average
4
yearly .
The town of Barnsley , in Yorkshire , with a population of 18,000,
has its paid fire brigade , with one engine station , one engine ,
and
one fire escape. The brigade consists of seven members ; and
the
engine has 5 in. pumps for sixteen men , with 30 feet of leather ,
390 feet of rubber , and 90 feet of canvas hose. The cost of
the
brigade is defrayed out of the rates . The supply of w'ater in case
of fire is derived from the mains ; and the fires average 4
yearly .
The town of Bedford , with a population of 13,412, has four
. manual engines , but no organised fire brigade . ■A certain
number of
men always accompany each engine . They have no salary , but
receive an allowance on each occasion that their services are re quired . One engine has 6 in. pumps , and is for thirty six men ; two
are for eighteen , and one is for fifteen, the last three having 5
in .
pumps . Each engine is under the care of a person who receives
a salary of 2?. per annum and 1?. Is . each time he is called
out .
There are 420 feet of leather hose ; and the largest engine cost,
complete , 120?., but the others are very old, and their value cannot
be estimated —one is about a hundred years old. The water
sup¬
ply is obtained from the ordinary house pumps , but
waterworks
are about to be constructed . The average number of fires,
in¬
cluding those of the district , is 6 per annum .
The town of Bedlington , in Northumberland , with a
of 8,000 in the parish , in the words of the return , has population
‘ not such
a thing as a fire engine in the village ; the nearest place
where to
be got is Morpeth , five miles distant .’
The town of Berkeley , in Gloucestershire , wdth a population of
1,012, has its paid fire brigade , which has been established for
many
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years, and two fire engines, one for twenty men and the other for
twelve, with about 160 feet of leather hose ; the value of the plant
being about 200?. This brigade is maintained by Lord Fitz hardinge , and the members are all in his employ. The supply of
water in case of fire is derived from wells, &c. ; and the fires average
1 yearly .
The borough of Bewdley, in Worcestershire , with a population
of 3,071, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1838, one engine
station , and two engines . The brigade consists of six men . The
engines are, one with 4 in. pumps for sixteen men (levers and
treadles ), and the other 3^ in. pumps for six men . Each engine
has 36 feet of leather hose ; and the value of the plant and ap¬
pliances is 60?. The engines are the property of the borough ,
and are kept in repair by the town council. The men are paid
10s. each per annum from the council, and they sometimes get a
present from the office where the property is insured . The watersupply in case of fire is derived from pumps or from the river
Severn ; and the fires average 1 per year .
The borough of Birkenhead , in Cheshire, with a population of
51,000, has a paid fire brigade , which has been established about
fifteen years, and is under the control of the police, one inspector
and fifteen men performing the duties required of it. There are
two engine stations and two engines, each with two pumps of 8 in.
diameter , for twenty four men, three hose reels, and there is also
one fire escape. There are 2,400 feet of leather and 600 feet of
canvas hose ; the total value of the fire plant being 2,500?. The
supply of water is obtained from hydrants and plugs ; and the
average number of fires per annum is 10.
The town of Birmingham , in Warwickshire , with a population of
296,076, has five fire brigades , established at various dates by the
following insurance offices :—Birmingham , District , Eoyal , Nor¬
wich Union , and Birmingham Alliance. Four of these are main¬
tained at a total cost of 250?. yearly by their offices, and that of the
Eoyal is a volunteer brigade . There are five engine stations and
twelve engines, with two fire escapes, the largest engine requiring
forty men to work it, the others having 7^ in. pumps and other
sizes. The Eoyal volunteer brigade has thirty five members ; Bir¬
mingham , eight ; District , eight ; Alliance, eight ; and Norwich,
eight . There are 2,500 feet of leather hose, and each brigade has
200 feet of canvas hose ; the engines and appliances of the Eoyal
being worth about 500 ?. The supply of water in case of fire is
derived from the water company’s mains ; and the fires average
160 yearly .
The town of Bishop’s Auckland , in Durham , with a population of
6,000, has no fire engine , no fire brigade , but 240 feet of leather
hose. The town being supplied at high pressure , does not require
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engines , and the fires are extinguished by stand pipes fixed in the
fire cocks on the mains . The fires average 1 in three years.
The town of Blandford , in Dorset ,with a population of about 5,000 ,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1863, one engine station ,
and three engines . The brigade consists of one superintendent , one
foreman , and nineteen men ; and one engine has two 6 in. pumps for
twenty men , and the other two 5 in. for twelve men each. There
are 150 feet of leather hose belonging to the engines ; and the total
value of the fire plant is about 200L The annual cost of the bri¬
gade is 51., of which sum 1l. 10s. per annum is paid by the local
board, and the balance chiefly by the agent of the Sun Fire Office.
The men are only paid when called out , at which time they receive
Is . per hour for the first and second hours, and 6d. per hour for
each successive one during the day, at night 9d. per hour . Night
hours are reckoned from 11 to 6. All persons engaged to assist
the foreman receive 6d. per hour by day and 9d. by night . The
supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the river and from
pumps ; and the fires average 1 per year .
The town of Bodmin , in Cornwall, with a population of 4,366,
has its paid fire brigade , which was established in 1830. There is
one engine station with three engines, one with 6i in . pumps for
sixteen men , one with 5-1- in. pumps for fourteen men , and one
with 5 in . pumps for twelve men ; there are 160 feet of leather
hose. The brigade consists of sixteen men , and the expenditure is
41. per annum from the town revenues . The total value of the
plant and appliances is 120L The supply of water in case of fire
is derived from wells and streams through parts of the town ; and
there is not more than 1 fire in several years.
The borough of Bolton , in Lancashire , with a population of 72,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established about twenty six years ago, one
engine station , and the following fire plant :—three engines, one
for forty men , one for thirty men , and one for twenty men ; one
hose reel and carriage , one fire escape, 3, 189 feet of canvas hose,
three stand pipes, ten suction pipes, ten conducting pipes, three
plug pipes, and three elbow pipes. The brigade consists of one
superintendent , one principal branch man , two captains , ten fire¬
men , and six fire police ; total , twenty men . The standing pay of
the brigade is 607. to the superintendent , \ 2' l. 18s. to the principal
branch man , 51. 18s. for each captain , 41. 10s. each of the ten fire¬
men , two police captains 51. 18s. each, and four fire police 51. 4s.
each. The superintendent is also inspector of police, for which he
receives a salary of 100Z. per annum ; thirteen of the brigade are
artisans , who receive Is . 6d. per hour extra when at fires, and six
of the brigade are police officers at 22s. per week extra . The
supply of water in case of fire is derived from the water mains
through 125 hydrants , with an average pressure of 50 lbs. per
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square inch ; and the fires in 1864 were 34 in the borough and
3 in the country .
The borough of Boston, in Lincolnshire , with a population of
20,000, has a paid fire brigade which was established in 1854, and is
paid by and under the control of the local government board. It con¬
sists of one superintendent , one deputy superintendent , and eleven
men . There is one engine station with two manual engines , each
for sixteen men ; and there are 360 feet of leather and 750 feet of
canvas hose. The annual cost of the brigade is 36?. per annum ,
and the value of the plant and appliances about 130?. There is
one fire escape in the borough . The water supply is obtained
from the mains of the water company ; and the fires average about
6 per annum .
The town of Bradford , in Yorkshire , with a population of about
130,000, has two paid fire brigades , five engine stations , three
engines , and five hose reels. One brigade is maintained by the cor¬
poration , and was established in 1854, and the other , that of the
Leeds and Yorkshire Insurance Office, established about forty years
ago. The superintendent is paid a regular permanent salary ; the
men are engaged and paid extra when on duty . The annual cost to
the borough of the fire extinguishing arrangements is about 200?. per
annum . The staff of men is twenty one, and there are two engines
with 7 in. pumps , and one with 4 in. pumps . There are 300
feet of leather and 2,000 feet of canvas hose, one fire escape, and
one scaling ladder . The supply of water in case of fire is derived
from the town waterworks and mill reservoirs ; and the fires average
about 28 per annum .
The town of Brampton , in Cumberland , with a population of
about 3,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1862, one
engine station , and one engine . The brigade consists of one super¬
intendent and twenty eight men , and the engine has 9 in. pumps
for twenty men , with 300 feet of leather hose ; the value of the
plant being 250i. The annual cost of the brigade is 12?., obtained
by a £d. in the pound on the gas rate . The supply of water in
case of fire is obtained from a brook running through the town ;
and there has been 1 fire in the three years since the brigade was
established .
The town of Bridgenorth , in Shropshire , with a population of
6,596, has no fire brigade , but one engine station and two engines.
One engine is for twenty men , and one for twelve ; and there are
about 100 feet of leather hose. The superintendent of these engines
is a plumber and painter who employs some eighteen or twenty
men , and a portion of these are called out if a fire occurs. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from fire cocks on the cor¬
poration mains ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Bridgewater , in Somersetshire , with a population of
A A
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12,000 , has its paid fire brigade , established twenty years since, with
one engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of twenty
four men, and is maintained by the West of England Fire Office,
at an annual cost of 251. The engine has 5i in. pumps for twenty
men , and there are 200 feet of leather hose. The water supply in
case of fire is derived from private houses, and the fires average
6 per annum .
The town of Brighton , in Sussex, with a population of 82,000,
has the arrangements for fire extinguishing in the hands of the
police, about sixty men and officers forming the fire brigade . There
are five stations in the town, and two manual engines, one with
6 in . pumps for 14 men , and one with 7 in. pumps for twenty
eight men . There are six hose reels containing 1,800 feet of
leather hose, and eight lengths , or 300 feet, are carried with the
engines, giving a total of 2, 100 feet. There are two fire escapes at
the engine stations ; and the value of the plant and appliances is
about 1,000Z, The water supply is on the high pressure plan , and
the engines are rarely used, it being only necessary to run out the
hose reels and attach the length required to the hydrant to get a
powerful continuous stream , with as good a force as could he
obtained from an engine : the engines are in consequence kept
in readiness to run to any place out of the town. The average
number of fires attended per annum is 10, two or three of which
are serious.
The town of Bromyard , in Herefordshire , with a population of
1,385, has no fire brigade , hut one engine with 5 in. pumps for
twelve men , purchased in 1811, and 100 feet of leather hose. The
supply of water in case of fire is obtained from pumps and brooks ;
and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Broseley, in Shropshire , with a population of 5,000,
has no fire brigade or engines . The nearest engine is at Coalbrookdale, three miles off, belonging to the Iron Company, hut is stated
to be kept in a very inefficient condition . In case of fire, the
water has to be fetched from the river Severn , two miles off, the
town being very badly supplied with clean water . There are four
pumps in the town, which, with hard pumping , draw about a gallon
and a half per minute , hut these are locked at times ! The fires
average 3 yearly .
The town of Buckingham , with a population between 3,000 and
4,000, has its fire brigade , which has been in existence some fifty
years. There is one engine station , with three engines, the largest
having 6 in. cylinders and the other two 4 in. About five years
since it was established as a volunteer brigade of seventeen men ;
and the engines and appliances are kept in repair by the parish ,
under the supervision of the town council. There are 1,000 feet
of leather and canvas hose ; and the value of the plant and appli -
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ances is about 250/.. The water supply in case of fire is obtained
from the nearest brook or pond ; and the average has been one fire
per quarter , taking it over ten years.
The town of Bury , in Lancashire , with a population of 42 ,000, has
its paid borough fire brigade , established in 1851, with two stations ,
but no engines. There are, however, six engines in the borough ,
belonging to private manufactories , whose owners make their own
charges if they attend a fire, but they are in no way connected
with the borough fire brigade . The brigade consists of sixteen
men ; and there are 2,300 feet of canvas hose. There is one fire
escape in the town. The water supply in case of fire is derived
from the mains of the water works ; and the fires average about
20 per annum .
The town of Camborne , in Cornwall, with a population of about
9,000, has no fire brigade , no fire engine , nor any reliable means
for controlling fires ! The return speaks of their means of con¬
trolling fires being derived ‘ from small barrels or cisterns in
remarks that fires are ‘ not frequent ., ’
buckets or pitchersand
but forgets to add a small amount of thanks for such a fortunate
occurrence under such a miserable state of things .
The city of Canterbury , with a population of 22,000, has two paid
fire brigades , established upwards of fifty years since, two engine
stations , and two engines. One brigade , consisting of a foreman
and eight men , is kept up by the Kent Insurance Company, and
the other , consisting of a foreman and nine men, by the Phcenix.
Each establishment , including rent of engine house and salaries,
costs about 30/. per annum ; and the expenses of attending fires
are paid by the offices interested . Each engine is for twenty
six men , and is provided with 180 feet of leather hose. The value
of the plant and appliances of each brigade is about 120?. In
addition to the above engines, there is one at the station of
the London , Chatham , and Dover Railway, one at the barracks ,
one at the cathedral , and one in the parish of St. Margaret . The
supply of water in case of fire is very uncertain , and is derived
from the river where accessible, and also from the waterworks .
The fires are variable , some years none at all, whilst there have
been three large ones during the last four months .
The town of Cast.leford, in Yorkshire , with a population of 4,400,
sends the following return :—‘ When a fire occurs in this town, we
require to send to Pontefract for the fire engine —distance three
miles !’
The town of Chapel-en-le-Erith , in Durham , with a population
of 3,400, has no brigade or fire engines of any sort, nor are there
any appliances for fire extinguishing in the district !
The town of Chatteris , in Cambridgeshire , with a population of
4,731, has its paid fire brigade , established in the year 1859, with
A A 2
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one engine station and two engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent , two first and two second engineers , and nine fire¬
men . One engine , that of the brigade , is for twenty eight men,
and the second, that of the parish , for twenty four men . There
are 480 feet of leather and 106 feet of canvas hose ; and the value
of the plant and appliances is 360L When at fires, the brigade is
paid by the insurance companies at per hour , and when at practice ,
from the highway rate . The annual cost to the parish is about
40 1. The water supply in case of fire is derived from private
pumps and ponds, assisted by water carts from town pumps . The
fires average 2 yearly , taking the last ten years.
The town of Cheltenham , in Gloucestershire , with a population
of 50,000, has its fire brigade , established about thirty five years
since, one engine station , four engines, and one hose reel . The
brigade consists of one superintendent , three captains , and thirteen
men , or a total of seventeen men . The engines are two with 7 in .
pumps , and two with 4 in. pumps . There are 1,000 feet of leather
and 600 feet of canvas hose ; and the total value of the plant and
appliances is 6001. The annual cost of the brigade is 561. per
annum , paid out of the borough rates , the three captains and
thirteen men being paid by the hour when engaged at fires. There
is one fire escape in the town. The water supply is high pressure
from the fire plugs ; and the engines are seldom used in the town.
The fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Chepstow, in Monmouthshire , with a population
of 3,500, has no fire brigade nor any engine that can be used. The
return says : ‘ There is an old engine which has not been used for
many years, and is not useable.’ The Chepstow water company
are bound by their act to supply water from their mains for use
in extinguishing fires.
The parish of Cheshunt , in Hertfordshire , with a population of
6,589, has one engine station , and one engine , but no fire brigade .
The engine has 5 in. pumps for sixteen men ; and there are 585
feet of leather hose, thirty six leather buckets , and a canvas dam ;
the value of plant being about 2001. There is a man paid 51. per
annum for keeping the plant in order , and the cost of occasional
working is paid out of the district rate , but in case of fire the
offices or parties interested pay for working . The supply of water
in case of fire is obtained from pumps , ponds, or wells ; and the
fires do not exceed 2 yearly .
The town and parish of Chorley, in Lancashire , with a popula¬
tion of 15,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1859, with
one engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of one
superintendent and twelve men , and the engine has 8 in. pumps
for thirty men , with 101 feet of leather and 1,608 feet of canvas
hose, and there is one fire escape ; the value of the plant and
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appliances being 188L The annual cost of the brigade is 28L,
which is defrayed from the rates . The supply of water in case of
fire is obtained from the mains of the Liverpool Corporation water¬
works ; and the fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Christchurch , in Hants , with a population of 10,000,
including the parish , has its fire brigade (partly paid and partly
volunteer ), which was established in 1864. There is one engine
station , and one engine with a horizontal pump for twelve men,
and 80 feet leather hose. The brigade consists of twenty men ;
and they receive donations from the office in which the property
was insured in case of a fire. The total value of the plant and
appliances is 451. The water supply in case of fire is derived from
pumps and rivers when in the neighbourhood ; and the fires average
6 per year .
The town of Cirencester , in Gloucestershire , with a population
of 6,335, has a paid fire brigade , which was established in 1838,
with one engine station and two engines. The brigade consists of
twenty men, and the engines are for sixteen men each, one having
5 in . and the other 4^ in. pumps . The annual cost of the brigade
is 71., paid by the town ; and those who have their fires extinguished
by the brigade have to pay for its services. There are 100 feet of
leather hose ; and the value of the plant and appliances is about
150L The supply of water is derived from the wells in the premises
and locality of the fire ; and the fires average 2 per annum .
The town of Clitheroe, in Lancashire , with a population of 7,000,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1865, with one engine
station and two engines. The brigade consists of one superin¬
tendent , two sergeants , two corporals, and twelve men ; and one
engine has 9 in. pumps for forty men, and the other 8 in. pumps
for ten men . There are 21 feet of leather and 12 feet of rubber
suctions, and about 750 feet of canvas hose. Scaling ladders are
used as fire escapes ; and the total value of the plant and appli¬
ances is 2501. The water supply in case of fire is derived from
the mains with a pressure of 110 lbs. on the square inch ; and
there have been two fires since the starting of the brigade . There
are a great number of cotton mills in the place.
The town of Cockermouth , in Cumberland , with a population of
about 6,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1864,
with one engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of
sixteen acting and thirty reserve firemen ; and the engine has 5 in.
pumps for twelve men . There are 325 feet of leather and 100
feet of canvas hose ; and there is also one fire escape.
The town of Colchester, in Essex, with a population of 23,000,
has its paid fire brigade of twenty four men, established in 1830,
with one engine station and five engines. One engine has two 8 in .
pumps ; one, two 7 in. ; one, two 6 in.; and two, two 4 in. There
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are 1,200 feet of leather and 250 feet of canvas hose. The brigade
is maintained by the Essex and Suffolk Fire Office, at an annual
cost of 501. There is one fire escape in the town ; and the value of
the plant and appliances is 1,000/. The water supply in case of
fire is obtained from the waterworks ; and the average number of
fires is 10 per annum .
The town of Colne, in Lancashire , with a population of nearly
10,000, has no fire brigade, no fire engine . There is, however, an
engine with 6 in. pumps , for eighteen men , the property of, and
made by, a Mr. Bailey, of that place, which he has used at two
fires which have occurred there . It has 240 feet of canvas hose,
and is valued at from 80/. to 90/. The water supply in case of
fire is derived from the fire plugs of the waterworks . It is evident
that something should be done to provide either hose reels or
engines for the protection of the town, and it is by no means
creditable to the inhabitants that such a state of things should be
suffered to exist.
The town of Congleton, in Cheshire, with a population of 12,344,
has its volunteer brigade , established in 1861, two engine stations ,
and three engines . The brigade consists of forty five men , with one
engine for twenty eight men, and the other two are engines belong¬
ing to the town, one large and one small. The engine for twenty
eight men was presented by the Liverpool and London Insurance
Company. There are 216 feet of leather and 150 feet of canvas
hose ; and the value of the plant and appliances is about 250/.
The expenses of the brigade are defrayed by donations and sub¬
scriptions , and the annual cost is 10/. The water supply in case of
fire is chiefly derived from the town pumps ; and the fires average
between 3 and 4 yearly .
The town of Coventry, in Warwickshire , with a population of
41,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1861, one
engine station , and one engine . The brigade consists of forty
three men ; and the engine has 5 in. pumps for twenty two men.
There are 270 feet of leather and 650 feet of canvas hose, and one
fire escape ; and the total value of the plant and appliances is 200/ .
The total annual cost of the brigade is 30/., defrayed by the cor¬
poration . The supply of water in case of fire is derived from fire
plugs and hydrants ; and the fires average 12 yearly .
The town of Crediton , in Devonshire , with a population of nearly
5,000, has no fire brigade , no engine station . There are two
parish engines , each with 5 in . pumps for sixteen men, and 80 feet
of leather hose for each engine. There are no waterworks in the
town, and the water has generally to be fetched in carts and wag¬
gons from the river , a distance of half a mile and upwards , accord¬
ing to the part of the town it occurs in. The fires vary : in some
years twelve or thirteen will occur, and then for several years there
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Whenever a fire takes place in insured property , the
office or offices holding the risks pay in equal proportions according
to the amount .
The town of Crowland, in Lincolnshire , with a population of
3,000, has its volunteer lire brigade , and two engines . Each engine
has two pumps for twenty four men , and 150 feet of leather hose ;
the value of the plant being 150?. The maintenance costs 15?.
per annum , and is defrayed by the highway rate . The supply of
water in case of fire is from pumps and the water running through
the town ; and the fires have been 15 in the last twenty years.
The town of Croydon, in Surrey , with a population of 40,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established sixteen years since ; one
volunteer fire brigade , established in September 1864 by the
tradesmen ; and two volunteer brigades , under the control of the
local board, established in November 1864 ; with four engine sta¬
tions and four engines. The paid brigade consists of eighteen
men , and the engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty four men , and
500 feet of leather hose ; there is one hose reel and one fire escape ;
the value of the plant being 400 ?. The tradesmen ’s volunteer
brigade consists of twenty four members and one paid professional
fireman, with one engine with two 6 in. pumps for twenty four men ,
and 500 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appli¬
ances being 250?. The two Board of Health volunteer brigades
consist of thirty five members , with two engines, one with 7 in .
pumps for thirty men , and the other 6^ in. pumps for twenty four
men , and 800 feet of leather and 300 feet of canvas hose ; the
value of the plant being 1,200?. The paid brigade costs 80?. per
annum , paid from the rates . The tradesmen ’s brigade costs 140?.
per annum , defrayed by voluntary subscriptions ; and the two other
Board of Works volunteer brigades 100?., at first also paid out of
rates . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
mains in the town ; and the fires average 40 yearly .
The town of Cullompton , in Devonshire , with a population of
3,000, has its four fire brigades , three engine stations , and four
engines . Two brigades are paid, and two volunteer . The West of
England paid brigade was established in 1845, the Royal Farmers
paid brigade in 1850, and the two volunteer in 1863. The West
of England brigade consists of thirteen men, has one station , one
in. pumps , and 300 feet of leather hose. The
engine with
Royal Farmers brigade consists of thirteen men , has one station ,
one engine with 6 in. pumps , and 150 feet of leather and 250 feet
of canvas hose. The two volunteer brigades consist of ten men
each ; No. 1 brigade having an engine with 6 in. pumps , and No. 2
an engine with 44 in. pumps ; and each has 40 feet of leather hose.
The paid brigades are each supported by the office whose name it
bears ; and the expenses at fires are borne by the offices in which

will be none.
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the property is insured . The supply of water in case of fire is
obtained from the streets , in the gutters of which it runs through¬
out the town ; and the fires average 12 yearly .
The town of Darlington , in Durham , containing a population of
15,779, has its paid fire brigade , which was established in
1864.
It consists of nine men, and is maintained out of the general
and
district rate by the local Board of Health . There is one engine
station with two engines for twenty four men each, one with 7^ in.
pumps , and the other with 7 in. There are 700 feet of leather and
300 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances being
about 450 l. The superintendent has an annual payment of 31. per
annum , the foremen 21. 10s. each per annum , and the firemen 17. 10s.
each per annum . In cases of fire each man receives payment for
his services, when engaged at a fire, as follows :—
|
'
Acting superintendent . . . . !
Foremen .
• • i
Firemen
. . 1
l

For the first three hours
or portion thereof

s.
10
7

5

For every hour or portion
thereof after

d.

s. d.

6
0
0

1
1
1

6
2
0

Between the hours of 9 o’clock at night and 6 o’clock in the
morning they are paid one half more. In case of alarm of fire,
but it not being necessary to work the engine , they receive
half
the above rates for turning out. Assistants and pumpers are
paid
2s. for the first hour , and 6d. per hour after . One half more
of
these is paid between 9 at night aDd 6 in the morning . The fol¬
lowing charges are made , in case of fire, for the use of each engine,
or for the hose and apparatus :—
H within the district of
the Board

If no insurance .
Free
If insured by an office contribut¬
ing 21. 2s. 0d. per annum to the
maintenance of the brigade . .
Free
If insured by an office contribut¬
ing 1/, Is. 0d. per annum to the
£ s. d.
maintenance of the brigade . . Not less than 2 2 0
If insured by an office not con¬
tributing to the maintenance of
the brigade .
„
3 3 0

If out of the district of
the Board

£ s. d.
Not less than 2 2 0
»

110

„

3 3 0

„

5 5 0

In cases of insurance in more than one office the above
rates
apply to each office. Within the district of the Board no charge
is made for the engines or apparatus in case of an alarm
of fire, if
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found unnecessary to work them . Out of the district one fourth is
charged . In all cases special damage to engines or apparatus ,
brigade uniform and clothing , and also horse hire , travelling ex¬
penses, refreshments , and incidental expenses incurred , are charged.
Every member has a board with the word ‘ Fireman ’ on it placed
.conspicuously on his dwelling.
The borough of Devonport , with a population of 46,020, has no
regular fire brigade , but there is one engine station with one
engine . There are about 240 feet of leather hose and two fire
escapes, which as yet have never been used. The engine, which is
a small one, is worked by the police in case of fire. There is no
legal power to keep, maintain , or establish a fire brigade and fire
engines ; but as there are so many fire engines available belonging
to the dockyard (one of them being a steamer ), and the different
barracks and other government establishments in the town and
neighbourhood , the means of protection from fire is pretty
good ; were not this the case they would be very inadequately
protected , none of the insurance companies keeping an engine ,
and the nearest being that of the West of England at Plymouth ,
some two miles off. The supply of water in case of fire is derived
from fire plugs in the water mains ; and the fires average 3 per
year .
The town of Dewsbury, in Yorkshire , with a population of
18,148, has two volunteer fire brigades , one that of the borough,
established about twenty years ago, and the other that of Batley
Carr, established about four years since. Each brigade has twelve
men , and the water being supplied at high pressure , renders
engines unnecessary . There are 600 feet of leather hose in use.
Each fireman has the word ‘ Fireman ’ painted in large letters on
a board over his door.
The town of Dorchester , in Dorsetshire , with a population of
6,823, has no regular fire brigade , but there are twelve men of
the police who are paid for attending with the engine . There is
one engine with 7 in . pumps for twenty four men , kept at the
police station ; and there are 8 lengths of leather hose, and also
some canvas ; the value of the plant and appliances being estimated
at 120/. The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from
hydrants , and the fires average about 2 a year .
The town of Douglas , in the Isle of Man , with a population of
12,389, has its paid fire brigade , established in the year 1862, one
engine station , and one engine . The brigade consists of twelve
men ; and the engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty men, with 180
feet of leather , 120 feet of rubber , and 240 feet of canvas hose ; the
value of the fire plant being about 2001. The annual cost of the
brigade is about 251. per year , paid by the town commissioners ;
and its services at fires are paid for by the insurance company or
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owner interested , a fixed charge being made for the use of engine
and plant . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained by
hydrants from the mains of the water company ; and the fires
average about 6 yearly .
The borough of Drogheda , with a population of 14,600, has its
volunteer fire brigade , one engine station , and two engines. One
engine has 5± in. pumps for twenty men, and the other 4J in.
pumps for twelve men, and there are 320 feet of leather hose ; the
value of the plant and appliances being about 300?. The water
supply in case of fire is derived from the river Boyne and pumps ;
and the fires are barely 1 per year .
The city of Dublin , with a population of 255,000, has a paid fire
brigade , established in 1862, consisting of one superintendent and
thirty two men, organised on the same principle as the New York
fire department , with the exception that the members are paid by
the corporation out of the public water rates . The brigade consists
of one superintendent and thirty two men, and there are two fire
engine stations and one telegraph station . There are four manual
engines with 7 in. pumps for twenty eight men each, fitted with
American break springs , and one small size steam fire engine ;
one ladder truck , seven fire escapes, two hose jumpers , 2,549 feet
of leather , 35 feet indiarubber , 1,293 feet of canvas hose, and
5 swivel headed portable hydrants . The value of the engines ,
plant , and appliances is about 1,600?. The annual cost of the
brigade is 3,300?. The supply of water is obtained from fire plugs
in the streets , and the engines work from hydrant direct , not from
suction, as in London and other cities in Europe ; and the average
number of fires attended per annum is 192.
The town of Dumfries , with a population of 11,000, has no
regular fire brigade , the arrangements for controlling and ex¬
tinguishing fires being in the hands of the police, who are assisted
by volunteers . There are two hand engines , one for twelve and
tbe other for sixteen men, with 150 feet of leather and 300 feet of
canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances being 55?. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from the street mains, and
the fires average 10 yearly .
The town of Dundalk , with a population of 12,000, has no fire
brigade and no fire engines belonging to it ! Mr. Shekleton , at
his ironworks, has one small manual engine and one steam fire
engine , made by and belonging to himself ; this is the first steam
fire engine made in Ireland ; and there are also a manual at the
distillery and one at the cavalry barracks . The supply of water
in case of fire is derived from wells and rivers ; and it is remarked
that they are very few—a rather fortunate occurrence , it would
seem, under such a state of affairs.
The town of East Dereham , in Norfolk, with a population of
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4,685, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1862, with one
engine station and three engines. The brigade consists of a staff
of twelve men , and the total number is thirty three . The engines
are one for sixteen men, one for twelve men , and one for four
men, with 80 feet of leather hose. The cost of keeping the engines
in repair is defrayed by the Head Borough Fund , one of the chari¬
ties of the place. The value of the engines and plant is 175/.
At a fire the brigade divide themselves into six sections — one
attending to the source of water supply , another to the filling of
the water carts and seeing that they are regularly supplied to the
engines, another to the forming of lines for supplying the water
and noting who are most active in the work, another attends the
engines and notes the parties pumping , another attends to the
removal of endangered furniture and the premises, whilst the last
assists the police in maintaining order. The water supply in case
of fire is derived from wells in the town, and is very bad. In case
of fire the engines would be useless in less than half an hour ; and
the fires average between 2 and 3 yearly .
The town of East Grinstead , in Sussex, with a population of
4,200, has its volunteer fire brigade, established in 1864, with one
engine station and one engine. The brigade consists of a super¬
intendent , deputy ditto , and eighteen men ; and there are four
lengths of leather hose for the engine. There is also another fire
brigade at Forest Row, in the same parish . The supply of water
in the case of fire is derived from wells, ponds, &c.
The town of Epsom, in Surrey , with a population of about 5,000,
has no fire brigade, but one engine with 5 in. pumps for twenty men
one hose reel, and 300 feet of leather hose. The water supply is
obtained from the mains with a head of 200 feet, from the town
reservoir , and by means of hydrants , which are placed at distances
of 80 yards apart . The fires are extinguished in the town by hose
and standpipes , whilst the engine goes out to country fires. The
fires are not very frequent , there having been only 2 since 1863.
The borough of Evesham , in Worcestershire , with a population
of 5,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1844, with two
engine stations and two engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent and three men , kept up by the Birmingham Dis¬
trict Fire Office, and the engines have 100 feet of leather and 100
feet of canvas hose. The fires average 3 per year.
The borough of Folkestone , in Kent , with a population of 9,409,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1864, with one engine
and one fire escape. The brigade consists of thirteen men, and
the engine has one 3 in. pump for twelve men , and 130 feet of
leather hose. The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from
the fire plugs, and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Frome , in Somersetshire , with a population of about
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11,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1861, one
engine station , and three engines. There are sixty members in the
brigade , who pay a small annual subscription , and the parish gives
an annual grant for the maintenance of the plant , &c. One engine
has two 4 in. pumps for six men , the next two 6 in. pumps for
eighteen men , and the other , one 10 in. double acting pump for
twenty men. The hose consists of 400 feet of leather , rubber , and
canvas, and the value of the plant and appliances is about 350/,
The annual cost of the brigade is about 20/., and the water supply
is derived from the usual sources in such cases, as the town is not
supplied by waterworks. The average number of fires is 4 annually .
The town of Gainsborough , in Lincolnshire , with a population of
8,000, has no regular fire brigade , but there is one engine station
with two engines , one with 6 in. and the other with 5 in. pumps, and
200 feet of leather hose. The two engines are in very bad repair ;
one of them belongs to the Norwich Union , and the other to the
Leeds insurance offices. The expenses of working them at fires are
paid by the insurance offices; and the supply of water in case of fire
is derived from pumps and ponds. The fires average 2 yearly .
The borough of Gateshead , in Durham , with a population of
33,500, has its volunteer fire brigade, established in 1857, com¬
posed of volunteers from the police, thirty three in number , one
engine station and one engine for twenty men. There are 650 feet
of leather hose, and the value of the plant and appliances is 150/.
The brigade charges the fire insurance offices when attending their
fires. The water supply is derived from plugs and stand pipes.
The city of Glasgow, with a population of over 396,000, has a
paid fire brigade , established in 1800, which is worked in connec¬
tion with the police establishment , and has one superintendent , one
assistant , and seventy men, thirty of whom reside at the central
station , and eight at each of the branches . It has six stations —
one chief, and five branch ; ten engines , one with 8 in. pumps
worked by fifty men , five with 6 in. pumps worked by fourteen
men, and four with 7 in. pumps worked by twenty eight men ; all
the pumps have a 9 in. stroke . There are 11, 130 feet of leather
hose, and 3,180 feet of canvas hose. They have also sixteen water
carts, seven large hose and ladder carriages , and eight hose and
ladder carriages drawn by hand . The large carriages each carry
640 feet of hose and 36 feet of scaling ladder ; the small ones carry
each 320 feet of hose, and two ladders each 6 feet long. The aver¬
age annual cost of the brigade is 2,300/., and it is maintained partly
by the police rate or assessment , and by charges made on occupiers
and proprietors for the use of the appliances when fires occur.
On every occasion of fire the chief constable or a superintendent
of police is present , whose duty it is, in conjunction with the
superintendent of fire engines , to investigate on the spot the cause
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of the fire, &c., in order that full particulars may he inserted in
the fire journal . Whenever there are suspicious circumstances ,
proper steps are taken to institute a judicial enquiry . Within the
municipal bounds the expenses of a fire, if under 30/ ., are borne
equally between the police and the proprietor ; if above 2,01., the
police claim is only 15/. ; but beyond bounds the proprietor pays
the whole expense, with 25 per cent , additional for wear and tear .
The total value of the engines and appliances is 15,700/. There
are no fire escapes, but 530 feet of scaling- ladders are used for
this purpose . Fire engines were used in Glasgow in 1748. The
water supply is obtained from 3,000 fire cocks attached to the
gravitation mains from Loch Katrine , with a sufficient head to
render the engines unnecessary except in the higher parts of the
city. The number of fires attended per year is 246, the average
of the last ten years.
The town of Glastonbury , in Somersetshire , with a population
of about 4,000, has no fire brigade , but there are two engines, one
belonging to the town , and the other to Mr . Vincent at the Dye
in . pumps for twenty four men,
House . The town engine has
of canvas hose, and Mr. Vincent ’s
feet
360
and
with 75 feet of leather
men , with 156 feet of leather
twenty
for
pumps
.
in
7
engine has
and 60 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant being 200/,
The town engine is under the superintendence of Mr. Vincent , and
his engine is under the care of and managed at fires by his wife,
of whom it is said, ‘she has attended a great many , and had great
praise and credit from all that have seen her exertions with the
branch , &c.’ The cost of extinguishing fires is paid by those requir¬
ing the services of the engines, w-hich run to distances of seven
miles from the town. The supply of water in case of fire is derived
from fire plugs in the High Street , but there are eight or nine
streets without any plugs . The fires average 3 yearly .
'The town of Glossop, in Derbyshire , with a population of 14,000,
has no public provision for controlling its fires, having no brigade ,
no engine ! In the words of the return : ‘ We have not an engine
belonging to this town, no brigade , no regulations ; and a fire here
is a scene of great tumult and disorder . Two private engines are
kept at two mills. The fact may be stated of a town with 14,000
persons, and a cotton manufactory besides, liable to fire, and no
means at disposal of a public kind to prevent , subdue , or extinguish
these calamities !’ Comment on this state of things is useless.
The fires average 2 to 3 annually .
The city of Gloucester , with a popidation of about 35,000, has
three fire brigades , three engine stations , three engines , and one
fire escape. The brigades are as follow-s : the City Brigade , paid
by the borough funds, and under the control of the city autho¬
rities ; the Phoenix Brigade , and the Liverpool and London and
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Globe Brigade , maintained by the insurance companies. The City
and Phoenix have been in existence about fifty years, and the last
was established in 1864. The City and Phoenix have six men
each, and the Liverpool and London and Globe ten , four being
paid and six volunteers ; the latter has also a hose reel and appli¬
ances. The cost of each brigade is about 501. per annum , and the
fire escape is in charge of the police. The engines of the City and
Phoenix have 6 in. pumps , and are for twenty men ; and that of the
Liverpool and London and Globe has 8 in. pumps , and is for thirty
men . The first engine has 280 feet of leather hose, the second
300, and the third 220 feet of leather and 300 feet of canvas. The
value of the fire plant of the three brigades is about 800i. The
water supply is from hydrants , there being a water company under
the local Board of Health ; and the average number of fires at¬
tended per year is 15.
The borough of Grantham , in Lincolnshire , with a population of
11,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established about a hundred
years since, assisted when required by paid assistants , with one
engine station and three engines . The brigade consists of a
superintendent and eight men ; one engine has 6 in . pumps for
twenty four men , one with 5 in. pumps for sixteen men , and one
with 4 in. pumps for twelve men , with 200 feet of leather and 60
feet of rubber hose ; the value of the plant being 280f. The cost
of maintaining the plant , &c. is 201. per annum , obtained from the
borough and by public subscription . The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from hydrants in the town, and in the country
and neighbourhood from ponds and wells ; and the fires average
4 yearly .
The borough of Gravesend , in Kent , has a population of 18,863,
and a paid fire brigade under the police, which was established in
1853. There are twenty six men in the ‘ fire police,’ one engine
station , three engines, one with 7 in. pumps for twenty eight men ,
one with 6 in. pumps for twenty two men , one with 5 in . pumps for
twelve men , one hose reel , and six fire annihilators , which are
stated to have been successfully used in thirteen cases. There are
760 feet of leather and 320 feet of canvas hose, the value of the
fire plant being between 400f. and 500f. There are also two fire
escapes. The members are paid by their salary as police, by the
corporation , and the cost of the maintenance of the engines and
fire plant is 301. per annum . The author was extremely grati¬
fied, on visiting the station a short time since, to see the high state
of efficiency and cleanliness in which everything was kept . The
supply of water is obtained from the mains of the water company ;
and the average number of fires attended per year is 26.
The town of Greenock , with a population of nearly 50,000, has
its paid fire brigade , established in 1836, one engine station , and
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two engines . The brigade consists of one superintendent and eight
firemen , and is maintained by the town council at an annual cost
of about 114/. 2s. 2cl. One engine is for twenty men and the other
for twelve, and there are 1,307 feet of leather hose, fitted with
bayonet couplings . The value of the plant and appliances is 2501.
The men are paid for working at fires at the following rates : 3s.
for the first hour , and every succeeding one up to the sixth ; after
the sixth, less. Assistants are paid according to their ability .
The assurance offices give no regular support to the brigade , but
during the past year it received from the agents and house factors
the sum of 71/. 12s. 5d . for extinguishing fires in which they were
interested . The water supply in case of fire is derived from the
mains of the gravitation waterworks , which give a pressure varying
in different parts of the town from 20 lbs. to 90 lbs. on the square
inch, in consequence of which the engines are never used in the
town. The fires average 30 per year .
The borough of Great Grimsby , in Lincolnshire , with a popula¬
tion of 12,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1810, with
one engine station and two engines . The brigade consists of one
pumps ,
superintendent and twelve men. The engines have 5 in.
canvas
of
feet
240
are
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each,
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for
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hose. The brigade is remunerated by parties requiring
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practising
for
made
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vices, and an allowance
Board of Health . The water supply in case of fire is derived from
street hydrants in connection with the water company ’s mains ; and
the fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Great Marlow, in Buckinghamshire , with a popula¬
tion of 5,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1831, one
engine station , and one engine . The brigade consists of an engi¬
neer , superintendent , and twenty two firemen , and the engine has
6 in. pumps for twenty men, with 200 feet of leather hose, and 26
feet of suction hose ; the value of plant and appliances being 120/.
The brigade is maintained by voluntary subscriptions , and costs
20/. per annum . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained
from pumps , wells, ponds, &c. ; and the fires average 1 in five years.
The borough of Halifax , in Yorkshire , has a population of 52,000,
and a paid fire brigade established thirty five years ago. There
is one engine station , and there are two engines , one with 9 in .
pumps for thirty four men, and the other with 7 in. pumps for
twenty two men . The brigade consists of one superintendent and
thirteen men ; and the brigade is supported by the corporation , out
of
of the rates , at a cost of 951. per annum . There are 300 feet
fire
one
also
is
there
and
hose,
canvas
of
leather and 120 feet
escape. The value of the plant and appliances is about 250/ .
When the brigade attends a fire within the borough , the following
charges are made : First hour 2s. per man, every succeeding hour
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Is . per man ; for refreshments , 3d. per man per hour ; super¬
intendent , for two hours 10s. 6r/., for a longer period 21s. When
the brigade attends without the borough , the following charges
are made : First hour per man 2s., every succeeding hour Is . ; for
refreshments per man, 6c/. per hour ; superintendent , first two hours
21s., for a longer period 42s. The charges for use of engine, im¬
plements , &c., without the borough , exclusive of damage , for the
first two hours, 51. 5s. ; for every succeeding hour , 10s. If the
engine is called out and not required , 1/. Is . and expenses incurred .
Each fireman has a board placed over the door of his residence
with the word ‘Fireman ’ painted thereon in large characters . The
water supply is derived from the mains at high pressure ; and the
average number of fires attended per annum is 13.
The town of Harrow , in Middlesex, with a population of 5,525,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1839, with one engine
station and two engines. The brigade consists of ten men ; and
one engine has 4 in. pumps for ten men , and the other 5 in. pumps
for twelve men, with 480 feet of leather hose, and 600 feet of can¬
vas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances being 2501. The
brigade is maintained by the local Board of Health at an annual
cost of 151. The supply of water in case of fire is derived from the
waterworks’ mains ; and the fires average about 3 yearly .
The borough of Hastings , in Sussex, with a population of 23,400,
has its volunteer brigade , established in the year 1861, with three
engine stations and three manual engines . The brigade consists
of sixty members, with an honorary surgeon , who attends all fires
on all calls ; and the cost is 80/. per annum . There are 1,200 feet
of leather and 200 feet of canvas hose, and one fire escape ; the
value of the plant and appliances being 700/. The supply of water
in case of fire is derived from hydrants on the mains ; and the fires
average 3 yearly .
The town of Heckmondwike , in Yorkshire , with a population
of 7,000, has three paid fire brigades , the oldest established in
1848, with three stations and two engines, one having 8 in. pumps
and the other 6 in ., and there is one fire escape. There are 1.500
feet of leather , 60 feet of rubber , and 1,500 feet of canvas hose.
The first brigade has sixteen men , the second twelve, and the third
six, six men attending the escape, two from each brigade ; and the
value of the plant and appliances is 1,000/. The cost of each
brigade is 10/. per annum ; and at fires each man gets 2s. for the
first, and Is . each hour after , with refreshments , pumpers getting
Is . 6c/. to 2s. 6c/. per fire, according to time ; and the charges are
10/. for engine and escape at fires. The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from reservoirs and the town main , under good
pressure ; and the fires average 10 yearly .
The town of Helston , in Cornwall, with a population of 3,841,
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has no fire brigade , but there are two engines, one with 4 in.
pumps for twelve men , and the other with 3^- in. pumps for six
men ; there are also 276 feet of leather hose. The supply of water
in case of fire is derived from a stream which flows through each
street , which can be united in case of fire ; and the fires have only
been 3 in the last twelve years.
The town of Hemel Hempstead , in Hertfordshire , with a popula¬
tion of about 8,000, has its two fire brigades , established in 1827,
which have since been enlarged and rendered more efficient. One
brigade is maintained by the Phoenix Fire Office, and consists of
one foreman and twelve men ; and the volunteer brigade consists of
eighteen men . There is one engine station with two engines ; one
belonging to the Phoenix has 7 in. pumps for eighteen men , and
that of the volunteers , purchased by subscription , is the same size.
There are 520 feet of leather and 700 feet of canvas hose, the
value of the fire plant being about 400i . There is one fire escape
in the town, belonging to a private person. When called to a fire
out of the parish , the charge for the attendance of each engine is 11.
The water supply is derived from a river when a fire occurs in the
town, and in the neighbourhood from ponds or uncertain sources.
The fires average 3 serious with 2 or 3 slight ones per annum .
The borough of High Wycombe, in Buckinghamshire , with the
parish , containing a population of 9,000, has its paid fire brigade ,
established in 1860, one engine station , and two engines . The
brigade consists of one superintendent , one sergeant , and eighteen
men , and is maintained at an annual cost of 61. When the pro¬
perty is insured they are paid by the office, and when not, by the
town clerk. The engines have 6 in. cylinders, and are one for thirty
and the other for twenty four men ; there are 400 feet of leather
and 320 feet of canvas hose, and the total value of the plant and
appliances is 200i. The water supply in case of fire is obtained
from the river or ponds ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The district of Holloway, in Middlesex, with a population of
10,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1864, with
one engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of thirty
men , and the engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty men, with 500
feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances being
2001. The annual cost of the brigade for rent of station , horses,
&c., is 200i ., defrayed by voluntary subscription from the inhabi¬
tants . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
New Biver mains ; and the brigade has attended 26 fires in the
year .
The town of Holmfirth , in Yorkshire , with a population of 6,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1854, with one engine sta¬
tion and one engine . The brigade consists of eight men , and the
engine has
in. pumps for twenty men , with 60 feet of leather
n B
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and 360 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant being 70?.
The cost of the brigade is 13?. per annum , defrayed by subscrip¬
tion . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
river ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Horsham , in Sussex, with a population of 6,747, has
its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1840, one engine station ,
and two engines. The brigade consists of sixty subscribing mem¬
bers, five honorary members , a band of nine , and one surgeon , total
seventy five. The two engines are for twenty men each ; and
there are 320 feet of leather hose ; the total value of the plant and
appliances being about 300?. The annual cost of the brigade is
20 ?., defrayed by voluntary contributions , and the subscriptions and
donations of the members . A fire escape is to be provided , towards
which the sum of 27?. is already subscribed . The author would
recommend the particulars of this small town and its volunteer
brigade to the consideration of the authorities of such places as
Oxford, Gdossop, Rye, Broseley , Kingswinford , Camborne , &c.,
where no regular system for combating fires exists. It will gene¬
rally be found that it will be one sort of a thing to have engines
and equipments in a town when a fire breaks out , but with no
regular system or staff instructed in their use, and another in a
town such as Horsham , to be well provided in both respects ; the
beneficial results of the latter cannot for a moment be doubted ;
and it is to be hoped that the knowledge and consideration of these
facts may cause a change for the better . The supply of water in
case of fire is derived at present from wells, but on the completion
of the waterworks will be obtained from their mains . The fires re¬
quiring engines average 2 yearly , whilst there are several of minor
importance .
The town of Hull , or Kingston -upon -Hull , in Yorkshire , with its
population of 108,830 , has no fire brigade , the fire extinguishing
arrangements being in the hands of the police. These have stand
pipes and canvas hose supplied to them by the watch committee ;
and in case of fire the stand pipes are fixed by them to the nearest
water service cock, and by steam power from the waterworks the
tires are effectually extinguished . There are two fire escapes in
the town ; and the fires average 26 per annum .
The town and parish of Hungerford , in Berkshire , with a popu¬
lation of 3,000, has no fire brigade , but one engine station and two
engines , one engine being for eight men and the other for twelve,
with about 600 feet of leather bose ; the value of the plant and
appliances being about 90?. The supply of water in case of fire;
is obtained from the river , ponds, wells, or where it can be had
and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Hythe , in Kent , which is one of the Cinque Ports ,
has a population of 3,000, and its volunteer ‘ Town Engine Asso-
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ciation ,’ established in 1830, with one engine station and two
engines. The association consists of forty volunteer members , who
give their time , and subject themselves to fines for noncompliance
with the rules , and honorary members , who pay a subscription of
4s. per year . The Kent Office subscribes 51. per annum , and the
Norwich Union gives donations from time to time . The engines
are two very old ones with 6 in. cylinders , for twenty men each,
and are constantly requiring repairs to keep them in working
order ; and there are 90 feet of leather hose for each engine . There
is no fire escape in the town, but a long worn out ladder does duty
as such. The supply of water in case of fire is derived partly from
a canal running along the town, and from pumps , ditches , and
waterworks . The fires average about 2 yearly .
The town of Ilminster , in Somersetshire , with a population of
3,300, has its paid fire brigade , established about thirty years ago,
with one engine station and two engines. The brigade consists of
thirty six men , who are paid by subscription from the various
offices which have agencies in the town, and the annual cost is 10/.
The engines are one for eight men, and the other for six. The
water supply is derived from public pumps ; and the fires average
1 yearly .
The town of Keighley , in Yorkshire , with a population of 20,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1829, with one engine station
and four engines. The brigade consists of one superintendent ,
one deputy superintendent , and twelve men ; and one engine has
8 in. pumps , the other three having 5 in .; the total power being
sixty eight men . There are 600 feet of leather , 90 feet of rubber ,
and 630 feet of canvas hose ; the total value of the plant and
appliances being 315/ . The cost of flie brigade averages 50/.
annually , which is paid by the local Board of Health from the
profits of the gas. The supply of water in case of fire is derived
from the mill dams, and also from fire plugs in the street , but the
latter supply is very insufficient ; and the fires average 5 yearly .
The town and parish of Kinver , in Staffordshire , with a popula¬
tion of 3,500, has its paid fire brigade , established twenty three
years since, one engine station , and one engine . The brigade con¬
sists of seven men , and the engine has two pumps for twenty men,
with about 200 feet of leather hose. The brigade is paid the sum
of 51. per annum by the Royal Farmers ’ Insurance Company. The
fires are about 1 in three years.
The town of Knutsford , in Cheshire, with a population of 7,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1825, one engine station ,
and two engines. The brigade consists of one superintendent and six
men . One engine has 7 in. pumps for twenty men, and the other
5 in . pumps for fourteen men. There are 410 feet of canvas delivery
and 24 feet of leather suction hose. The brigade is maintained by
I! li 2
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voluntary subscriptions , the superintendent receiving 51. per annum ,
each man 5s., and 6s. per year extra for trying the engines . The
supply of water in case of fire is derived from the water mains ;
and the fires average 3 per year .
The city of Lancaster , with a population of 27,500, has its paid
fire brigade , consisting of the members of the borough police, which
was established in 1840, with one station and two engines . The
brigade consists of one superintendent , two sergeants , and ten fire¬
men ; and one engine is for twenty four men, and the other for
eighteen . There are 1,200 feet of canvas hose, and one fire escape.
The supply of water in case of fire is derived from the town mains ;
and the fires average 4 yearly.
The borough of Launceston , in Cornwall, with a population of
6,000, has no fire brigade , but there are two fire engines, requiring
thirty men to work them , and 120 feet of leather hose. Fires very
seldom occur ; and the water supply is derived from fire cocks or
hydrants .
The town of Leamington , in Warwickshire , with its population
of 17,640, has its fire brigade, which is part paid and part volunteer ,
with two engine stations and three engines . The brigade consists
of thirty two men , four paid by the local board , and twenty eight
volunteers , the expenses being defrayed by voluntary contributions .
There are 700 feet of leather and 300 feet of canvas hose, and one
fire escape. The value of the plant and appliances is 3501. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from hydrants supplied by
the town waterworks .
The borough of Leeds, in Yorkshire , with a population of over
207 ,000, has four fire brigades , eight engine stations, four manual
engines , six hose reels, and four hand carts . Three of the engines
have 7 in. pumps , and are for twenty eight men , and the third has
9 in. pumps for thirty six men . Three of the brigades are esta¬
blished and maintained by the following insurance companies :
Leeds and Yorkshire , Sun, and Norwich and Leeds Corporation ,
and the other is a volunteer , worked by the borough police. A
brigade was established here in 1820. There are four fire escapes
in the borough ; and the engines have 4,400 feet of leather and
2,390 feet of canvas hose. The total value of the plant and ap¬
pliances is 1,8501. The total cost of the brigade is 1,2001. per
annum . The supply of water is obtained from plugs in the streets ;
and the average number of fires per annum is 65.
The borough of Leicester , with a population of 80,000, has its
paid fire brigade , established in 1834, and a brigade established
by the Sun Fire Office. There are two engine stations and three
engines , and the two brigades muster thirty three men . One
engine has 7^ in . pumps for twenty eight men , and the other two
(;i in. for twenty men . There are 2,560 feet of leather and 600
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feet of canvas hose, and nine hose reels, belonging to the two bri¬
gades, and there is one fire escape, the value of the plant and
appliances being 1,000L The cost of the borough brigade is about
2501. per annum . At fires the men are paid 2s. for the first hour ,
Is . for the second, and 6d. per hour for all further time . The
supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the mains of the
waterworks , on which are 800 hydrants , and in consequence of a
good pressure , engines are seldom used. The fires average 36
yearly .
The town of Leighton Buzzard, in Bedfordshire , with a popula¬
tion of 5,000, has three fire brigades , two engine stations , and four
engines. They are distinguished as the ‘Paid ,’ established in 1847,
the ‘ Volunteer ,’ and the ‘ Superintendents ’ Private ,’ brigades .
The annual cost of the paid brigade is 20L, and the expenses of the
others are defrayed by annual subscriptions . Each brigade con¬
sists of a foreman , engineer , and ten men . Two of the engines
belong to the town, and two to the superintendents . One engine
has 6-i - in. pumps , two 5-J-in., and the other 4 in. There are about
600 feet of leather and 1,200 feet of canvas hose ; and the value
of the plant and appliances is about 60(B. The water supply in
case of fire is derived from a tank in the centre of the town and
from pumps , and also from the river at each end. The fires average
between 3 and 4 per annum .
The borough of Leominster , in Herefordshire ,with a population of
6,000, has its paid fire brigade , established about twenty years ago,
with one engine station and three engines. The brigade consists
of twelve men ; the superintendent receiving 1Os. and the firemen
2s. 6d. each in ease of fire from the office in which the premises
are insured . The engines are two with 7 in. pumps for twenty men,
and the other 4^ in. pumps for four men . There are 270 feet of
leather hose. The water supply in case of fire is derived from
rivers and pumps ; and the fires average 1 per year .
The town of Lewes, in Sussex, with a population of 10,000, has
its volunteer fire brigade , known as the ‘ Cliffe Volunteer Fire
Brigade ,’ which was established in 1864, with one engine station
and two engines. The brigade consists of twenty one members ,
who pay 2s. 6d. each annual subscription . One engine has 4-| in.
pumps for twelve men , and the other 6 in. pumps for twenty six
men ; there are 320 feet of leather and 80 feet of canvas hose ; and
the value of the plant and appliances is about 300Z. There are
two other engines in the town, which are the property of it, and
supported by the town rates , but there is no brigade to work them ,
and they are under the control of the constable of the year. One
is a good serviceable engine , some twenty years old, and the other
is a very antiquated one. The supply of water in case of fire is
derived from the water mains.
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The city of Lincoln, with a population of 22,000, has its paid
fire brigade, established in 1828, one engine station, and one
engine. The brigade consists of one superintendent and five
men, each man having ‘Fireman ’ painted over his door, and the
engine has 7 in. pumps for thirty men, with 336 feet of leather
hose. There are one hose reel, a great number of fire buckets, and
one fire escape; the value of the plant and appliances being about
220/. One man is paid 51. per year, from the corporation funds,
for keeping the engine in order; and at fires in the city the super¬
intendent is paid 1/. and the men 10s. each, whilst for the country
fires the superintendent receives 21. and the men 1/. each, paid by
the insurance offices. The author was much pleased, on visiting
the station a short time since, to see the clean and efficient con¬
dition in which the engine and appliances were kept ; and during
the past year everything had received a thorough overhaul and
restoration, at a cost of 50/. The supply of water in case of fire
is obtained from the waterworks when in the city, and from the
usual sources in the country; and the fires average8 yearly.
The town of Lisburn, in Ireland, with a population of 10,000,
has its volunteer fire brigade, one engine station, and two engines.
One engine has 6^ in. pumps for sixteen men, and the other has
4^ in. pumps for eight men, with 400 feet of leather hose; there
are about 40 feet of portable ladder fire escape, and the plant is
valued at 200/. The superintendent of the brigade is allowed 61.
per annum for the maintenance of the engines and plant, and is
empowered to charge an}1-sum under 51. for the expenses of the
paid men at fires. The water supply in case of fire is obtained
from fire plugs with 70 feet head ; and the fires average5 yearly.
The borough of Liverpool, in Lancashire, with a population of
437,740, has its fire extinguishing arrangements in the hands of
the police, established on this system in 1837, with 17 stations
and 16 engines, one being a steamer. Five of the stations have
engines, and all the others have hose reels, whilst at the chief
station is a horse hose reel carrying 3,600 feet of hose; 155 men
constitute the brigade, who are paid 22s. per week each. The
largest engines have 9 in. pumps, with 9 in. stroke, worked by
24 men each, with 16,527 feet of leather and 10,725 feet of
canvas hose. There are 1 horse and 20 hand hose reels, 16 hand
carts, 16 fire escapes, and 50 various sized ladders; the value of
the plant and appliances being over 9,000/. The cost of maintain¬
ing the brigade is about 3,000/. per annum. The water supply in
case of fire is derived from hydrants on the high pressure system
(there being nearly 12,000 of them in various parts of the town),
giving a jet of over 100 feet in height.
The city of Londonderry, with its population of 21,000, has no
fire brigade and no fire engines, the only means for controlling fires
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being a fire engine for twenty to thirty men , belonging to the
West of England Insurance Company, which has 300 feet of
leather hose. There is one fire escape, belonging to the corpora¬
tion ; and the city is provided with water supply at high pressure .
The town of Louth , in Lincolnshire , with a population of 10,468,
has no fire brigade , the arrangements for fire extinguishing being
in the hands of the police, of whom ten are in charge of this de¬
partment . There is one engine station with three engines, two for
twenty men, and one for sixteen ; the pumps being respectively
7 in. diameter , 6-1- in . diameter , and 5-J- in. diameter ; with 280
feet of leather and 240 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant
and appliances being about 5501. The supply of water in case of
fire is derived from pumps and streams ; and the fires average 3
yearly .
The borough of Ludlow, in Shropshire , with a population of
5,178, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1810, with one en¬
gine station and three engines . The brigade consists of twenty four
men, and each engine has two 5| in. pumps for twelve men , and
there are 150 feet of canvas hose. The value of the plant and appli¬
ances is set down at 2651. The brigade is maintained at an annual
cost of 61. by the Norwich Union Fire Office. The supply of
water in case of fire is obtained from the fire plugs ; and the fires
average 1 yearly .
The town of Lymington , in Hampshire , with 5,000 inhabitants ,
has a fire brigade , established in 1859, which is maintained and
paid by the lighting rate . There is one engine station with two
engines, each for twenty two men , and provided with two 7 in .
pumps . There are thirteen men in the brigade ; and its annual
cost is about 20L There are 145 feet of leather , and 50 feet of
canvas hose ; and the value of the fire plant is about 250L The
water supply is derived from pumps and wells ; and the fires
average about 4 per annum .
The town of Macclesfield, in Cheshire, with a population of
31,000, has two fire brigades—one volunteer , consisting of forty
members , established in 1863, and the other paid , supported by
the corporation . There is one engine station , with one manual
engine with 9 in. pumps for forty men , and about 900 feet of
canvas hose ; the value of plant and appliances being 400?. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from plugs in the main pipes ;
and the average number of fires is 2 yearly .
The borough of Maidenhead , in Berkshire , with a population of
3,500, has no fire brigade , but two engines for twelve men each,
with 1,000 feet of leather hose, the value of the plant being 150?.
The supply of water in case of fire is derived from pumps and the
brewery ; and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Malmesbury , in Wiltshire , with a population of 3,500,
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has its paid fire brigade , established in 1851, with one engine
station and one engine . The brigade consists of twelve men ; the
engine has 5 in . pumps for twenty men , and there are 80 feet of
leather hose. The brigade costs 5l. per year , which is kept up by
subscribers . The supply of water in case of fire is derived from
rivers and wells ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The city of Manchester , in Lancashire , with a population of
529,245, has two engine stations and thirteen engines, with two
fire escapes. The brigade consists of one superintendent and fifty
men . Six of the engines have 9 in. pumps (one each), two have
two 9 in. pumps each, two have two 7 in. pumps , one has a 5 in.
pump , and the other a 4 in. pump ; each engine is equipped with
1,800 feet of hose, and every necessary article and appliance . There
are nine hand and three horse hose carriages, and five fire escapes
with hose. The cost of this brigade is 2,000?. per annum . The
firemen are paid 2s. for the first hour , and Is . for the second ; hired
assistance, Is . for the first hour , and 6d. per hour after ; for the use
of the engines a charge of 11. per hour is made. The alarm of
fire is given to the stations by electric telegraph , which system
has been in use for many years. The supply of water in case of
fire is obtained from hydrants , of which there are about 6,000,
with a pressure sufficient to throw over the highest building ; and
the fires in 1864 were 275 .
The town of March , in Cambridgeshire , with a population of
1,138, has no fire brigade , but there is one engine belonging to
the place with 6 in . pumps for sixteen men , and 45 feet of leather
hose ; the value being 100?. The sum of 4?. per annum is paid by
the parish to keep it in order . The supply of water in case of fire
is obtained from pumps or pits ; and the fires average 1 yearly .
The borough of Margate , in Kent , with a population of 11,000,
has its volunteer brigade , established in 1862, consisting of twenty
four members . It has one engine station , two engines , one for
thirty men and the other for twenty , and one fire escape, and 500
feet of leather hose ; the total value of the plant and appliances
being 350?. The engines and appliances are the property of the
town council, who allow the sum of 10?. per annum for keeping
the engines , hose, &c. clean and in working order ; and the council
provides the uniforms and equipments for each volunteer , to whom
they are lent by the council. The brigade charges working
expenses at per man , to the fire offices, for all fires in insured
property at which they attend . The alarm of fire is given by means
of the fire signals on the plan of Mr. John Evans , the lieutenant
of the brigade , which are placed on the town hall . They consist of
two 4 oz. maroons on the extreme corners of the parapet wall,
arranged so as to be fired by means of locks made for the purpose ,
and connected with the police station below. On an alarm of fire
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being given, the policeman on duty fires maroon No. 1, and waits
until the sound has died away before he fires No. 2. The report is
heard , even in half a gale of wind, at a distance of one mile to
windward of the station , and is not found to cause any unpleasant
concussion in the immediate neighbourhood . The police on their
various heats, immediately on hearing the alarm , call all the firemen
who reside within the district or beat of each, by which means an
engine can be got to work at a quarter of a mile distant from the
engine house in about 7a minutes . In case of necessity, the super¬
intendent of police requiring immediate assistance, one maroon only
fired is understood as a signal by the police on duty , special con¬
stables, and firemen, whereby almost instant help is ensured . The
report of these maroons is so different to that of any other ex¬
plosion, that it is found to be easily distinguished . The cost of
the signals, locks, &c. ready for fixing is 21. 18s., and the maroons
cost 2s. each. The town is supplied by a water company ; and the
average number of fires per year is 3.
The town of Marlborough , in Wiltshire , with a population of
6,000, has its fire brigade , established six years ago, which is main¬
tained by the corporation at a cost of 16£. per annum . There is
one engine station with three engines, two for twelve men and the
other for eight ; and there are 50 feet of leather hose. The brigade
consists of a superintendent and twelve men , who are paid for their
services at fires, and receive a small gratuity at Christmas. The
water supply in case of fire is obtained from various houses, and by
water carts from the river . The fires average from 3 to 4 yearly .
The town of Melksham, in Wiltshire , with a population of
5,000, has no fire brigade, but one engine for twelve men, which is
kept at the police station ; the engine has 40 feet of leather hose,
and the value of the plant and appliances is 201. An allowance of
\ l. per annum is made by the parish for keeping and oiling the
hose, and cleaning the engine .
The town of Merthyr Tydvil, in Glamorganshire , with a popula¬
tion of 49,810, has two stations , no fire brigade , no fire engines ;
but instead , hydrants at 40 yards apart all over the town, from
which a jet of water is obtained of sufficient force to go over the
highest building in the place, the reservoir from which the town
is supplied being at a considerable elevation . The fire appliances
are managed by the local Board of Health ; and the hose (300 feet
of leather ) and appliances are in charge of the chief of the Glamor¬
gan constabulary , who occasionally practises the .police constables
in using the hose and stand pipes. The return , in speaking of the
efficiency of the water supply and stand pipe , says, ‘ we have found
it a most effectual means for extinguishing fire.’ The fires average
3 yearly .
The borough of Middlesborough , in Yorkshire , with a population
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of 30,000, lias a fire brigade , part paid and part volunteer , the
regulars being four in number , and the expenses are defrayed by
the local board . There is one engine station with two engines,
with one hose reel and one fire escape. The engines are for twenty
two men each, and have 7 in. pumps . There are between 300
and 400 yards of canvas hose, the value of the plant and appliances
being about 5001. The supply of water is derived from the pipes of
the water company ; and the average number of fires per annum is 10.
The town of Mirfield, in Yorkshire , with a population of 9,300,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1857, with one engine
station and one engine . The brigade consists of eleven men , and
the engine has 6a in. pumps for twenty four men, with 30 feet of
leather and 300 feet of canvas hose. The supply of water in ease
of fire is obtained from reservoirs, the river , or canal ; and the fires
average 1-| yearly .
The borough of Monmouth , in Wales, with a population of 6,000,
has its fire brigade , established in 1860, part volunteer and part
paid, with one engine station and two engines. The brigade con¬
sists of eight volunteers and six police. The large engine has 6-g-in.
pumps for twenty two men , and the small engine has 6 in. pumps
for fourteen men, with 215 feet of leather hose ; the value of the
plant and appliances being about 200l. A charge of 11. is made
for each engine out of the borough , and 5s. for each mile or portion
of a mile , the superintendent and police being paid . The supply
of water in case of fire is obtained from plugs in the mains ; and
the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Montrose , in Scotland , with a population of 16,000,
has its paid fire brigade , one engine station , and three engines .
The brigade consists of seventeen men , and one engine has 6 in .
pumps and the other two 4 in. pumps . There are 300 feet of rubber
and 900 feet of canvas hpse. The annual cost of the brigade is
about 121., derived from an assessment on the town. The supply
of water in case of fire is obtained from the town mains ; and the
fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Morpeth , in Northumberland , with a popidation of
5,000 , has no fire brigade , but one engine , with 4 in. pumps , for
twelve men , and 300 feet of leather hose. The engine is maintained
at a cost of 61. per year by the Board of Health , and it is worked
once in three months for about two hours , by twelve or fourteen
working men , who look out for the job , for which each man receives
Is ., paid out of the general district rates . The value of the plant
and appliances is about 100£. In consequence of the water supply
being on the high pressure system, and sufficiently strong fo throw
a good jet over the highest building in the town, the engine is
seldom used, being kept for country service. In case of fires out
of the district of the Board of Health , a charge of 21. 2s. is made
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for the use of the engine , and within the district a charge of \ l. Is .
is made ; and the pay for the men attending is also charged, and
paid either by the person whose premises have been on fire, or else
by the insurance office. The fires average 1 in the town and 1 in
the country per year .
The town of Newark -upon -Trent , in Nottinghamshire , with a
population of 11,500, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1853.
There is one engine station with two engines , one with 5 in. pumps
for eighteen men, and the other with 6 in. pumps for twenty four
men ; there are 750 feet of leather hose, and the value of the plant
and appliances is about 200L The brigade consists of one super¬
intendent and twelve men, and is maintained out of the improve¬
ment rates at an annual cost of 30L No fire escapes are used, and
the water supply in the town is derived from the mains of the water¬
works. The fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Newport , in the Isle of Wight , with a population of
6,828, has its paid fire brigade , originally established in 1805 with
six firemen, reestablished in 1835 with one engine station and three
engines. The brigade consists of twelve men, maintained at the
cost of 291. 10s. per annum , paid from the watching rate ; and
one engine has one 10 in. pump , and the others each have two of
5 in. ; there are about 250 feet of leather hose, and the value of
plant and appliances is estimated at about ‘2001. The supply of
water in case of fire is derived from fire plugs ; and the fires average
about 1 yearly .
The borough of Newport , in Monmouthshire , with its population
of 25,475, has its fire extinguishing arrangements in the hands of
the police, having been so arranged in 1836. There are two engine
stations and two engines, one for thirty two men and the other for
twenty eight , the pumps being 6 inches in diameter ; thirty two of
the police act as firemen. There are 800 feet of leather hose, and
the value of the plant and appliances is 3401. There are two
telescope ladders , used as fire escapes ; and the average number of
fires is 12 per annum .
The town of Northampton , with a population of 24,000 , has two
fire brigades , one paid and one volunteer , the latter established in
1863, one engine station , four fire engines , two hose reels, and one
fire escape. The paid brigade consists of one superintendent , one
deputy superintendent , and ten firemen. The volunteer brigade
has thirty men . Two engines are for twenty six men , one for
thirty men, and one for ten men , and there are 600 feet of leather
hose ; the value of the plant being about 500i . The town brigade
is supported by the commissioners . The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from the waterworks ; and the fires are returned
as 45 yearly .
The town of North Walsham , in Norfolk, with a population of
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3,000, has its fire brigade , which has been established for a verylong period , the exact date not being known . There is one engine
station with one engine , which has one pump , and there are 35 feet
of leather hose belonging to it. There are twelve men who con¬
stitute the brigade , and these are paid when they attend a fire by
the insurance company who hold the risk if the property is insured .
The supply of water is derived from ponds, pumps , &c. in the
vicinity of the fire. The average number of fires is 2 per annum .
The city of Norwich, with a population of 74,444, has the fire
extinguishing arrangements under the control of the police, 100
of whom have this duty to perform . The whole police force are
regularly drilled and trained once a month , and a certain number
of them are told off to attend fires for one month , and they are
under the control of the chief constable , who is also chief of the
fire department . They are paid for their services by a scale of
charges made on the insurance offices—a fixed rate applying to the
various circumstances required in the city, and for services beyond
the limits of the corporation an increase of about one third is
made. There is one engine station , at which three manual engines
are kept , belonging to which are about 6,000 feet of leather and
canvas hose. There are also four hose reels, which are used in the
city in place of engines ; for, from the water supply being high
pressure and on at all times , engines are not wanted . The average
number of fires attended per year is 8 ; and the value of the
plant and appliances is about 1,000Z. The following is the scale
of charges authorised to be taken by the Norwich Fire Brigade for
the services of the brigade and assistants , and for the use of engines
and hose reels at fires :—
In Norwich

Chief constable .
Inspector of fire brigade .
Police inspectors, each .
,, sergeants ,,
.
„
constables „
.
Other assistants , each for the first hour
Is ., and §d. for each hour afterwards ,
but not to exceed 2s. 6d. except under
special circumstances.
Refreshments for men—the sum actually
paid.
Turncocks, each .
Use of fire engine and hose reels . . . .
Damage to hose, engines, &c.— tho sum
actually paid.
Cleaning engines and hose .
Cleaning hose reels .
Horse hire and drivers—the sum paid.

& S.

i
1
0
0
0

li
1
7
5
2

0 2
2

2

Beyond the limits of

the Corporation

d.

s. d.
2 0

6
0
6
0
6

1
0
0
0

6
0

3 3

1 1 0
0 10 6

2

11
10
7
3

6
6
6
6

_
0

1 1 0
0 10 6
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The borough of Nottingham , with a population of 84,000, has its
fire brigade in the hands of the police, established in 1860, with
three engine stations and six engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent , seven branchmen , and the police force. The engines
are two 7 in., two of 6a. in., two of 5a.in ., and two 3A in. pumps ,
and there are 2, 100 feet of leather and 400 feet of canvas hose.
There is also one fire escape ; and the total value of the plant
and appliances is 1,1202. The water supply in case of fire is
derived from hydrants and plugs ; and the fires average 35 per
year .
The town of Old Brentford , in Middlesex, with a population of
9,521, has one parish engine with 6 in. pumps for twenty four
men , and 140 feet of leather hose, the value being returned as
1602. The cost of maintaining the engine , &c. is 42. 4s. per annum ,
paid out of the church rates . The first employment of a parish
engine here cannot be ascertained . The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from the West London waterworks ; and the fires
average 6 yearly .
The town of Ormskirk , in Lancashire , with a population of 6,426,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1862, with one engine
station and four engines. The brigade consists of thirteen men ,
and one engine has 8 in. pumps for thirty men, one 6 in. pumps
for sixteen men, and the other two 4 in . pumps for eight men
each, with 303 feet of leather and 606 feet of canvas hose ; the
value of the plant and appliances being 3002. The cost of the
brigade is 82. per annum , defrayed by the local board out of the
rates . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
waterworks mains ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Otley, in Yorkshire , with a population of 4,700,
has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1831, one engine
station , and one engine . The brigade consists of thirteen men,
who are paid on attending a fire, and the cost is nearly defrayed by
themselves , the difference being paid from the general district rate .
The engine has 74 in . pumps , and is for thirty men ; and there are
90 feet of leather and 100 feet of canvas hose ; the total value of
the plant and appliances being 1202. The annual cost of the
brigade is 72. The supply of water in case of fire is derived from
the waterworks ; and the fires average 1 a year .
The city of Oxford, with its population of 28,000, has no fire
brigade —no engine ! It seems that the University has four fire
engines , which are run out when wanted, as are also those belonging
to some few colleges. This seems to be such a decidedly economical
arrangement for the town authorities , that no attempts are made
to establish a brigade or system for controlling fires.
The town of Paignton , in Devonshire, with a population of 3,500,
has no fire brigade , but there is one engine for twenty four men ,
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with 160 feet of leather hose. The engine was originally purchased
eight years ago by subscription , and is now maintained by the West
The
of England Insurance Company at a cost of 61. per annum .
in
water
of
supply
the
and
;
L
value of the fire plant is about 220
runs
which
stream
the
and
,
pumps
from
obtained
is
case of fire
through the streets . The fires average 1 in two years.
The town of Paisley , in Scotland , with a population of nearly
50,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in the year 1832, one
engine station , and three engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent , two branchmen , and six firemen . One engine has
5-1 in . pumps for sixteen men, and is the only one fit for use, the
others being wrecks ; and there is one fire escape. There are 1,000
feet of leather hose, and the value of the plant and appliances is
260 1.
The borough of Pembroke , in Wales, comprising , with the towns
of Pembroke and Pembroke Dock, a population of 15,000, has no
lire brigade , no engine ! In the event of a fire occurring in the
neighbourhood , assistance is rendered gratuitously by the dock¬
yard fire brigade , formed by the metropolitan police doing duty
there ; the enterprising inhabitants finding this the cheapest way
of protecting themselves from the dangers of fire.
The town of Penzance , with a population of 10,000, has its paid
fire brigade , established in 1860, with one engine station and two
engines . The brigade consists of fifteen men , whose uniforms and
a small remuneration are provided by the local Board of Health
from the general district rate . The annual cost is about 35l. The
engines are for ten men each, and there are 640 feet of leather
hose. The total value of the plant and appliances is 360L The
water supply in case of fire is derived , in a large portion of the
town , direct from the street main by stand pipes on hydrants ,
without the use of engines , the pressure varying from 100 lbs. per
square inch downwards . The fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Pontefract , in Yorkshire , with a population of
5,400 , has its paid fire brigade , established in 1853, with one
engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of fourteen
men , who are paid by a sliding scale of charges , varying from 2s. 6d.
per man for the first hour up to 8s. for twelve hours , and 6d. per
hour afterwards . The engine has one 9 in. pump , with 100 feet of
leather and 153 feet of canvas hose. The charges for the use of
the engine are \ l. Is . for any time under two hours , and 21. 2s.
if over two hours, and 10s. 6d . is charged if the engine be taken
out and not used. In the town or borough the water supply in
case of fire is derived from fire plugs, and in the neighbourhood
from wells, ponds , and rivers. The fires average 5 yearly .
The town of Port Dinorwic , in Carnarvonshire , with a population
of 3,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1862, with one
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engine station and one engine. The brigade consists of twelve
men , and the engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty men , with 240
feet of leather hose. There is one fire escape ; and the value of the
plant and appliances is returned as about 500/. The brigade is
maintained by the trustees of Gr. W. I). Assheton Smith , Esq ., at
a cost of about 65/. per annum . The supply of water in case of
fire is obtained from wells, pools, &c.,.where convenient , or carried
in buckets from a distance , as the case may be ; and the fires
average 2 yearly .
The borough of Portsmouth , with a population of 94,575, has
no fire brigade , and only one engine , which belongs to the corpora¬
tion, and is kept at the chief police station , in charge of and worked
by the police, who receive nothing for their services. The chief
reliance is on the engines at the barracks and the dockyard, there
being seven in charge of the military at the different barracks ,
which are run out by the soldiers to assist the police if necessary ;
and the several engines in the dockyard, in charge of the police
belonging to that establishment , do not come out except in cases of
extreme danger . There are two fire escapes in the borough. The
water supply in case of fire is derived from the mains at high
pressure ; and the fires average 30 yearly .
The town of Eeigate , in Surrey , with a population of 10,000, has
its paid fire brigade , established in 1852, two engine stations , and
three engines. The brigade consists of nine men , and the engines are
for thirty eight men . There are 2,640 feet of hose, leather , rubber ,
and canvas, the value of the plant and appliances being 400/ .
The annual cost of the brigade is 20/., defrayed by inspectors under
the old Lighting Act of the borough . The supply of water in case
of fire is derived from water plugs in the town, and the arrange¬
ments in progress will soon enable fires to be controlled from stand
pipes without requiring the engines ; and the fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Rhyl , in North Wales, with a population of about
5,000, has its volunteer fire brigade, established in 1864, one
engine station , and one engine. The brigade consists of fourteen
men , including three officers; and the engine is for twenty eight
men , with 400 feet of canvas hose. The supply of water in case
of fire is obtained from the water mains ; and the fires average
4 yearly .
The borough of Richmond , in Yorkshire , with a population of
4,300, has its paid fire brigade , established at the commencement of
1865, with two engine stations and two engines . The brigade con¬
sists of six men, paid by the council of the borough , and the cost is
6/. per year , the men receiving extra pay when on duty . One engine
has 7 in. pumps and the other 6 in., and there are 280 feet of leather
hose. In case of fire, the men are paid for their time as follows:
Foreman , for the first hour or portion thereof 2s. 6c/., for every hour
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portion after Is . 6d. ; firemen for the first hour or portion thereof
2s., for every hour or portion after Is . Between the hours of
9 o’clock at night and 6 o’clock in the morning , payment is made
at the rate of one third more ; half of these rates is paid in case
of an alarm of fire, if found unnecessary to work. Assistants are
paid Is . (hi. for the first hour engaged , and 6d. per hour after ,
and one half more between 9 o’clock at night and 6 o’clock in the
morning . In case of a fire within the borough and no insurance ,
the members of the brigade are paid as the superintendents direct .
The following charges are made in case of fire for the use of each
engine , or for the hose and apparatus :—
or

If within

borough

If out of

borough
£

s. d.

Not less tlian 110
Free
If no insurance .
If insured by an office contribut - 1
Free
110
„
ing \ l. Is . per annum to the 1
maintenance of the brigade . J
£ s. d.
If insured by an office contribut¬
1 11 6
„
ing 10s. 6d. per annum to the • Not less than 0 10 6
maintenance of the brigade .
If insured by an office not con¬
3 3 0
„
110
„
tributing to the maintenance ■
.
of the brigade . .

In all cases special damage to engines or apparatus , and also
horse hire , travelling expenses, refreshments , and incidental ex¬
penses, are charged . The water supply in case of fire is derived
from fire plugs in the street mains, fed from a reservoir placed at
a considerable elevation above the town, whence the water is pro¬
jected with considerable pressure . The fires average rather more
than 1 per year .
The town of Eochdale , in Lancashire , with a population of about
40,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1812, with one
engine station and three engines . The brigade consists of fifteen
men , who are paid from the borough rates ; the entire cost of the
brigade being 501. 9s. per year . The engines are one with 6 in.
pumps , one with 7 in. pumps , one with 8 in. pumps ; and there are
300 yards of leather and 700 yards of canvas hose. Each conductor
and fireman has a board placed over the door of his dwelling with
the word ‘ Fireman ’ and his number painted on it in large charac¬
ters . There is also one fire escape, and the value of the plant and
appliances is 480L The supply of water in case of fire is obtained
from the canal, river , and waterworks . The annual number of
fires is about 10.
The town of Koss, in Herefordshire , with a population of about
5,000, has its fire brigade , established in 1852 and reorganised in
1864, with two engine stations and two engines. The brigade re-
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ceives a guinea from the town commissioners, who also pa}7for the
maintenance of the engines, and the brigade charges 17s. 6d. per
hour for their services at a fire, which is divided amongst them .
The brigade consists of sixteen men , and one engine is for twenty
eight men , whilst the other is a small one with a single pump .
There are 320 feet of leather hose, and one fire escape. The
supply of water in case of fire is derived from pumps , mill ponds,
and cisterns ; and the fires average 8 to 10 yearly .
The town of Rotherham , in Yorkshire , containing with its .envi¬
rons 20,000 inhabitants , has three fire brigades, two of which are
kept up by the insurance companies and the other by the Feoffees.
The ‘ Sun ’ brigade has been established about thirty years, and
has six men . The Feoffees’brigade has eight men , and the London
and Liverpool has six men . There are three engine stations and
four engines, that of the Sun having two 5jr in. pumps , and the
others have 4 in. and 4i in . The local Board of Health has
apparatus for extinguishing fires from the fire plugs, hut no
organised brigade . Each of the three brigades has 600 feet of
leather hose, and the value of their engines and plant is about
1001. for each. The Sun pays the men 41. per annum and ex¬
penses, the Feoffees the same, and the London and Liverpool 9/.
per annum . The supply of wrater in case of fire is derived from
the town waterworks by fire cocks, from the canal, and the river .
The average number of fires per year is 6.
The town of Runcorn , in Cheshire, with a population of 13,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1859, one engine station ,
and one engine . The brigade consists of a chief superintendent ,
foreman , and ten men ; and the engine is for twenty four men ,
with 500 feet of leather , rubber , and canvas hose. The cost of the
brigade is about 251. per annum , paid by the Runcorn commis¬
sioners. The supply of water in case of fire is derived from the
canal and River Mersey, and the fires average 6 yearly .
The borough of Rye, in Sussex, with a population of about
5,000, has no fire brigade or system of extinguishing fires. There
are three engines, and between 700 and 800 feet of leather hose,
all of which have not been overhauled for the last three years.
Formerly these engines were kept in a portion of the church wdiich
was not used for service ; but this having been lately restored and
taken into use, they have been removed into an old stable out of
the town ! The engines belong to and are the property of the
parish , and formerly 51. a year was set aside from the church rate for
the repairs of the engines and the salary of the superintendent ; the
dissenters , however, objected to this as an improper application of the
money, or, at least, not a legal item to be paid out of the church
rate , and since that time no one has taken any interest , in them ,
and they may be well expected to be in anything but an efficient
cc
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condition . It would be a very just retribution if these ‘ con¬
scientious ’ gentry were one day to experience such a ‘ warming ’
as would show them that they could have been better employed
than in troubling their ‘ consciences’ in regard to the legal applica¬
tion of such a paltry sum ; and that the importance of the interests
involved when a fire occurs, to say nothing of the risk of loss of life,
is far too considerable and serious to render any other question
of any moment than that of applying the sum so employed to the
best advantage . It is to be hoped that they are found equally
‘ conscientious

’ on all other

points

and

in

all

other

transactions

.

The water supply in case of fire is derived from the fire plugs in
the streets .
The borough of Saffron Walden , in Essex, with a population of
5,474, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1865, with one
engine station and two engines . One of the engines is a very old
one for twenty four men , and the other is a new one for twenty two
men . The brigade consists of one superintendent , one foreman ,
one engineer , and thirteen firemen . There are 360 feet of leather
and 500 feet of canvas hose, and the total value of the plant and
appliances is 500?. There is one fire escape in the town, consisting
of several portable ladders arranged on a truck . The water supply
in case of fire is derived from the waterworks of the town, and there
has been no fire since the brigade has been established .
The town of Salcombe , in the south of Devon, with a population
in the district of about 1,800, has its volunteer fire brigade , estab¬
lished in 1859, one engine station , and one engine . The brigade
consists of one captain and eleven men , and the engine has two
5 in. pumps for ten men , with 90 feet of leather hose ; the value of
the plant and appliances being 72?. The engine and brigade are
exercised and instructed in their duties four times a year , and the
cost of keeping the plant in working order is about li . per annum .
The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the public taps ,
and from the sea when the tide is in ; and there has only been one
fire since the brigade was established .
The city of Salisbury , in Wiltshire , with a population of 13,000,
■has its paid fire brigade , established in 1853, with one engine station
and one engine . The brigade consists of twenty men , and is main¬
tained by the town council at a cost of about 18?. per annum . The
engine has 7 in. pumps for twenty four men , and there are 700
feet of leather hose, the value of the plant and appliances being
about 200 ?.. The water supply is on the high pressure system ; and
the fires in the city and neighbourhood average 7 per year .
The town of Sandbach , in Cheshire, with a population of 4,987,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1840, one engine station ,
and two engines . The brigade consists of one superintendent and
ten men , and the engines have each 5 in. pumps and are for twenty
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men each. There are 350 feet of leather and 330 feet of canvas
hose, the value of the plant and appliances being 400 ?. The
brigade is maintained by the local board at an expense of 20?. per
annum . The water supply is derived from a reservoir ; and the
fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Sherborne , in Dorsetshire , with a population of
nearly 6,000, has its paid fire brigade , which was reestablished in
1863. There is one engine station with three fire engines. The
brigade consists of one foreman and four men to each engine ,
or fifteen men altogether . One engine is for twelve men , and the
other two for ten men each. There are 500 feet of leather and
500 feet of canvas hose, and the value of the plant and appliances
is about 250?. The annual cost of the brigade is about 15?., which
is paid out of the rates , and the plant belongs to the Board of
Health . If the brigade attends a fire occurring in insured pro¬
perty , the expenses are charged on the office holding the risk . The
water supply in case of fire is chiefly derived from the water mains,
and from private wells, according to position .
The town of Shrewsbury , in Shropshire , with a population of
23,000, has two fire brigades, two engine stations , and four engines.
The first, maintained by the Salop Fire Office, was established
eighty five years since, and is maintained by that office at a cost of
30?. per annum . The engines are two in number , one for eighteen
men and the other for twenty ; there are 580 feet of leather and
450 feet of canvas hose, and the brigade consists of eight men .
The second brigade is maintained by the Shropshire and North
Wales Fire Office, and wTas established thirty years ago. The
expense is a little less than that of the first brigade , and the
number of men is the same. One engine is for twelve men and
the other for twenty , and there are 700 feet of hose. The value
of the engines and plant of the two brigades is about 500 ?. The
water supply is derived from the mains of the water company, and
the fires average 10 per annum . It is remarked that the ‘ com¬
petition of the two insurance companies, each keeping a brigade ,
is a sure guarantee of efficiency.'
The town of Sleaford, in Lincolnshire , with a population of
4,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established above twenty years
ago. There is one engine station with three engines, and the
brigade consists of twelve men. One engine has 7 in . pumps for
thirty men , and the two others have 6 in. pumps and are for
sixteen men each. There are 120 feet of leather and 300 feet of
canvas hose, and the total value of the fire plant and appliances is
400 ?. The annual cost of the brigade is 15?., and the fires are
about 4 per annum .
The town of South Shields, in Durham , with a population of
35,239, has its fire brigade , which was established in 1857. The
c c 2
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brigade consists of one superintendent , two captains , and six fire¬
men ; and there is one fire station , but no engines , hose reels being
used instead , the pressure from the mains being sufficient for fire
duty . The brigade is maintained by the watch committee , its
annual cost being 10?. ; and the men are paid so much per hour ,
as given below, whilst engaged in extinguishing fires. There are
520 feet of leather hose ; the value of the plant and appliances is
200 ?. The following is the scale of charges for attending fires :—
Use of hose and apparatus , under two hours, 21. 2s. ; above two
hours , 3?. 3s. ; superintendent , 1?. Is . ; captains , 2s. each for the
first hour , and 6c?. per hour after for every hour engaged ; ordinary
firemen , Is . 6d. each for the first hour , and 6d. per hour after for
every hour engaged ; extra assistants , Is . 6c?. each for the first hour,
and 6c?. per hour after for every hour engaged . On every occasion
of fire the use of the hose and apparatus , and the services of the
superintendent and brigade , are paid for by the insurance office or
offices in which the property is insured , or by the owner of it , in
case of noninsurance , as the case may be, according to the above
scale of charges ; and the average number of fires is 3 per annum .
The town of Spalding , in Lincolnshire , with a population of
8,723, has its paid fire brigade , which was reestablished in 1853,
with one engine station and three engines. The brigade consists
of one superintendent , one engineer , and twenty men ; one engine
has 7 in . pumps for twenty men , one has 6 in . pumps for twelve
men , and the other 3-1-in . pumps for eight men ; each engine has
160 feet of leather hose. The cost of the brigade is 25?. per
annum , paid by the Improvement commissioners. The supply of
water in case of fire is derived from the waterworks ; and the fires
average 4 yearly .
The town of St. Austell , in Cornwall, with a population of about
6,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1865, with one
engine station and two engines . The brigade consists of 100
members , and one engine is for twenty and the other for fifteen
men , with 15 feet of leather and 120 feet of canvas hose ; the value
of the plant and appliances being 150?. The maintenance of the
engines and plant amounts to 50?.- per annum , paid by the local
board . The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
waterworks ; and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of St . Ives , Cornwall, with a population of over 7,000,
has no fire brigade , but there is one engine station and one engine .
The engine has 3 in. pumps for twelve men , and there are 60
feet of leather , 20 feet of rubber , and 100 feet of canvas hose, all
comparatively new and in efficient working order. There is one
man who keeps the key of the engine house, and when a fire occurs
he has to trust to such assistance as he can get to take out the
engine and work it. If the property is insured , the parties who
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have assisted to extinguish the fire expect something from the
offices. The supply of water in case of fire is obtained from the
public draw taps , and although there is a system of waterworks,
there are no fire plugs, fire cocks, or stop cocks. The fires average
about 1 per year .
The town of Stockport , in Cheshire, with a population of 65,000,
has its fire controlling arrangements , which were established in
1800, in the hands of the police, the expenses being defrayed by
the corporation at an annual cost of 3001. The brigade consists
of forty four men, and there is one engine station with six engines.
Two of the engines have 5 in., two 8 in., and two 10 in. pumps ;
there are 80 feet of leather , 20 feet of rubber , and 1,760 feet of
canvas hose ; and the value of the plant and appliances is 2,0001.
There is one fire escape in the town. The water supply is ob¬
tained from the mains of the water company ; and the fires average
15 per annum .
The town of Stourbridge , in Worcestershire , with a population of
8,000, has no regular fire brigade ; but there is one engine belong¬
ing to the Phoenix hire Office, which, with the engineer and two
assistants , is maintained by that office. The engine has two 6 in.
pumps , and requires sixteen men to work it, and has 150 feet of
leather hose. There is no fire escape in the town ; and the supply
of water is obtained from the mains of the waterworks and private
wells. The fires average a little under 6 per year .
The town of Stroud , in Gloucestershire , with a population of
35,500, has two fire engines —one belonging to the town, established
above forty years, and one presented by the Liverpool and London
Globe in the present year . The value of the plant and appliances
is about 3501. ; and the average number of fires is about 3 per
annum .
The borough of Sunderland , in Durham , with a population of
78,283, has its police fire brigade , established in 1855, with four
stations and four fire harrows. The brigade consists of twenty
men divided into four sections, each with its fire harrow, and each
barrow carries 400 feet of hose. There are also two fire escapes ;
and the value of the plant is 2401. The fire offices pay for the
extinguishing of fires, and the men are only paid when practising ,
which is the cost of the brigade yearly . The supply of water in
case of fire is obtained from Crozier’s patent hydrants placed all
over the town, the water supply being high pressure ; and the fires
during the past year amounted to 75.
The town of Surbiton , in Surrey , with a population of about 7,000,
has its volunteer fire brigade , which was established in 1863, and
consists of one superintendent and eight men . There is one
station , and one manual engine for thirty men , with 320 feet of
leather hose ; and the total annual cost of the brigade is about 351.
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There is one fire escape ; and the total value of the plant and
appliances is about 300/. The water supply is derived from the
mains of the Lambeth waterworks ; and there are on an average
about 7 fires per annum .
The town of Swaffham , in Norfolk, with a population of 3,500,
has no fire brigade , but there is one engine station with two engines.
One of these engines is very antiquated , and has two 4-1-in. pumps ;
the other has two 5 in., and was new about twenty five years since.
There are 60 feet of leather hose, but no suction . There is a sum
of 20s. per annum allowed out of the church fund for the main¬
tenance of the engines. The water supply in case of fire is derived
from ponds when there is any water in them , and when dry it has
to be carted four or five miles, as was the case last year ; or it has
to ' be got from wells 150 feet deep. Fires rarely occur, not
averaging 1 a year .
The town of Swansea, in Glamorganshire , with a population of
41,606, has its paid fire brigade, established in 1858, with one
engine station and three engines . The brigade consists of one
superintendent and four men, who are assisted by the police ; each
engine has 7 in. pumps for sixteen men , and there are 650 feet of
leather and 100 feet of canvas hose, with one fire escape, the value
of fire plant being 600/. The annual cost of the brigade is 50/.,
defrayed by the local board ; and the supply of water in case of fire
is obtained by hydrants and fire plugs , the fires averaging 11 yearly .
The town of Taunton , in Somersetshire , with a population of
about 14,000, has its paid fire brigade , which was established in
1860, and is maintained by, and under the control of, the local
Board of Health . There is one station in the town, but no fire
engines , the fires being controlled by means of hose attached to
the fire plugs ; and the brigade consists of one superintendent and
eight men . The annual cost of the brigade is 12/., and in cases
of fire the insurance office pays the men 2s. 6c/. or 5s., as the case
may be. There is one fire escape in the town, and the watersupply in case of fire is obtained from the water mains , and the
pressure with 300 feet of hose is sufficient to throw the water over
the highest building ; it is found that in ten minutes from an
alarm the hose can be attached and the water be thrown on the
building . The average number of fires is 2 per annum .
The borough of Tavistock , in Devonshire, with a population of
9,000, has no regular fire brigade , but there is one engine station
with one engine . There is a superintendent of the engine and six
men , who are paid 1/. per man per year by the parish for attending
to the engine , or when wanted ; and the engine has 5J- in. pumps
for eighteen men . There are 120 feet of leather and 165 feet of
canvas hose. The supply of water in case of fire is derived from
fire plugs in the streets ; and the fires average 5 per year .
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The borough of Tenterden , in Kent , with a population of 3,656,
has no fire brigade , it having been disembodied about fifteen years
since. There is one engine station with two engines, one with 3 in.
pumps and one with 4 in. pumps for twelve men each, and 110
feet of leather hose. The value of the plant and appliances is about
120Z. There is a superintendent of engines and one assistant , and
at a fire the engines are manned by volunteers . The water supply
in case of fire is obtained by buckets from pumps and ponds ; and
the fires average 1 per year .
The town of Tetbury , in Gloucestershire , with a population of
about 3,000, has its paid fire brigade , which was established above
120 years ago, one engine station , and two engines . The brigade
consists of eight men , who are paid when at fires, and 10s. per
annum for oiling engines , hose, &c. ; and the engines have 5 in.
pumps , one being for eight and the other for six men ; there are
sixty leather buckets and 60 feet of leather and rubber hose. The
supply of water in case of fire is derived from the nearest pool,
well, or cistern ; and the fires barely average 1 per year .
The town of Thame , in Oxfordshire, with a population of 3,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1855, with one engine
station and two engines. The brigade consists of six men, and
the engines have 6 in. pumps for twenty men each, with 184 feet
of leather and 360 feet of canvas hose ; the value of the plant
and appliances being 2501. The brigade is maintained by a rate
at an annual cost of 15l. The supply of water in case of fire is
obtained from the high level pond ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The borough of Thetford , in Norfolk , with a population of 4,200,
has no fire brigade , but there are two fire engines , each with 6 in.
pumps , one being for sixteen men and the other for twelve ; there
are also 220 feet of leather hose and 100 fire buckets , the value of the
plant and appliances being about 100Z. The sum of 3Z. per annum
is allowed the engine superintendent from the borough fund ,
and an allowance of 3Z. 3s. is made when the two engines are
employed , and 21. 2s. when one only is used. When the property on
fire is insured , the insurance offices pay the expenses of working ;
and if not insured , and the parties cannot pay, the town council
make an allowance for the attendance of the engines and men in
working them , and also for supplying the water . The superinten¬
dent is allowed to take one engine out of the town to any distance
not exceeding five miles. The supply of water in case of fire is
obtained from wells, pumps , rivers, or ponds by buckets ; and the
fires average 1 in two years.
The town of Tiverton , in Devonshire , with a population of
10,477, has its fire brigade , established in 1840, and maintained
by the West of England Insurance Office. The brigade consists of
ten men , and there is one engine station with one engine, which
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has two 6 in . pumps for twenty men, and 200 feet of leather hose.
The brigade has no regular pay, but is paid by the hour when at
fires. There is no fire escape in the town ; and the water supply is
derived from open gutters on each side of every street , which are
continually running . The fires average 2 yearly .
The town of Tonbridge , in Kent , with a population of 7,147, has
its fire brigade , one engine station , and one engine . The brigade
consists of one superintendent and nine men , and is maintained
out of the lighting rate . The engine has 7 in. pumps for twenty
four men, and there are 300 feet of leather hose. The supply of
water in case of fire is derived from the waterworks , and the fires
average between 3 and 4 yearly .
The town of Torquay , in Devonshire , with a population of 16,000,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1863, with one engine station
and three engines . The brigade consists of fourteen men, and is
maintained by the local Board of Health at an annual cost of 13i.
Q’he engines are two belonging to the brigade and one to the West
of England Insurance Office. Each engine has 6 in. pumps and is
for twenty four men , and there are 500 feet of leather and 100 feet
of canvas hose, the total value of the plant and appliances being
about 320L The water supply in case of fire is obtained from
hydrants from the town’s supply ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Truro , in Cornwall, with a population of 6,848, has
a paid fire brigade , established in 1838, with one engine station and
three engines . The brigade consists of twenty one men, and the
engines are one for eighteen men and two for twelve men each,
one having pumps 6 inches in diameter and the others 5 in. pumps .
There are 350 feet of leather , 30 feet of rubber , and 160 feet of
canvas hose ; the value of the plant and appliances is 170£. The
brigade is maintained by the town council, and the men are paid
when on duty . The waiter is obtained from tanks in the streets ,
into which a constant supply of water is running ; and the average
number of fires is 3 per year .
The town of Tunstall , in Staffordshire , with a population of
12,600, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1847, one engine
station , and one engine . The brigade consists of twelve men , and
the engine has 5 in. pumps for ten men ; there are 330 feet of
leather hose. The total cost of the brigade is 251. per annum , paid
out of the local rates . The men receive Is . for the first hour and
Od. per hour afterwards when attending a fire, and 2s. Cxi. each
every quarter for one hour ’s work in trying the engine . At the end
of the year , if there have been no fires, 10s. each is given to them ,
and they divide any moneys given them for fire duty . Two of the
brigade are sergeants , who get 12s. each extra every year for keep¬
ing the hose in order . The supply of water in case of fire is ob¬
tained from the waterworks ; and the fires average 1 yearly .
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The town of Wakefield, in Yorkshire , with a population of about
30,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1848, one engine
station , and three engines ; the cost being 381. per annum , paid by
borough funds. The brigade consists of one superintendent and
twelve men, and one engine has 7 in. pumps , another 3 in. pumps ,
the third being one of Bramah ’s patent semirotary . There are
300 feet of leather and 600 feet of canvas hose. The supply of
water in case of fire is obtained from the mains of the water com¬
pany ; and the fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Wantage , in Berkshire , with a population of 3,064,
has no fire brigade , but there are two parish fire engines and some
leather hose. The engines are seldom used, and there are no fire
escapes. From this it may be reasonably inferred that should the
fearful calamity of fire befal the place, their efficiency would be
anything but of a satisfactory character .
The borough of Warwick , with a population of 10,589, has no
fire brigade , but there are three engines , 150 feet of leather and
306 feet of canvas hose, and one fire escape in the town, the
whole being in charge of the police. The water supply is derived
from plugs in the streets ; and the average number of fires attended
each year is 4.
The city of Waterford , with a population of over 23,000, has no
regular established brigade with a staff of men trained for fire ex¬
tinguishing , but those persons hired to assist in controlling fires on
their breaking out are paid by the corporation . There are four
engines in the city, three belonging to the insurance companies,
and the fourth to the military . There is one fire escape in the
city, which is in charge of the high constable, who is empowered
to employ the nearest assistance in case of fire. The water supply
is derived from plugs in the streets ; and the fires average 3 yearly .
The town of Watford , in Hertfordshire , with a population of 4,500,
has no fire brigade , but there is one engine station with three engines,
which are the property of the local Board of Health . One engine
has 7-^ in . pumps and is for twenty four men , the next has 5 in.
pumps for twelve men , and the third is for four men . There are
360 feet of leather and 200 feet of canvas hose. The annual cost
of keeping the engines in working order is 21. 8s., the amount paid
to twelve men , at Is . each, for trying them four times a year . This
is paid from the general district rate . The cost of working at fires
has been paid by the insurance companies where the property has
been insured , and where not , by those requiring their assistance.
The supply of water in case of fire is derived from the waterworks,
with a pressure sufficient for the greater part of the town without
the engines, hydrants and stand pipes being used ; and the fires do
not average 1 per year.
The town of Wednesbury , in Staffordshire , with a population of
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25,000 , has two brigades , established in 1862, two engine stations ,
and two engines . One brigade is maintained by the Royal Insur¬
ance Company at a cost of 2501. per annum , and consists of one
superintendent and ten men ; the other is that of the District and
Alliance (amalgamated ), consisting of one engineer and three men .
The engine of the Royal has 8-| in. pumps , and is for thirty six men ,
and has 120 feet of leather and 160 feet of canvas hose ; the valu
of the plant and appliances being about 500?. The engine of the
District and Alliance has two 6 in. pumps for twenty men , with 120
feet of leather and two lengths of canvas hose ; the value of plant
and appliances being about 70?. The water supply in case of lire is
derived from the water mains ; and the fires average 20 per annum .
The town of Whitby , in Yorkshire , with a population of 13,000,
has no organised fire brigade , but two engine stations with two
engines, bought by subscription in 1830. There is one engine
superintendent , who receives 51. per annum . Each engine has two
4 in . pumps for twenty men each, with 400 feet of leather hose,
and there is one ladder , but no fire escape ; the value of the plant
and appliances being 2' 501. The sum of 41. 4s. yearly is paid by
the towm commissioners for exercising . The supply of water in
case of fire is obtained from cisterns , wells, the river , or any avail¬
able source, but on the completion of the waterworks it will be
obtained from hydrants . The fires average 4 yearly .
The town of Wigton , in Cumberland , with a population of 5,500,
has its paid fire brigade , established in 1856, one engine station ,
and two engines . The brigade consists of eleven men , and the
engines have 5 in . and 6 in . pumps for sixteen men each, with 210
feet of leather hose and 70 canvas buckets , and there is one fire
escape ; the value of the plant and appliances being 200?. The
annual cost of the brigade is 251., paid from the lighting rates .
The supply of water in case of fire is derived from pumps and
rivers ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The borough of Wisbeach, in Cambridgeshire , with a population
of 10,000, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1835, with one
engine station , four engines , one with 5-’-in ., one with 5 in., one
with 4 in. pumps , and about 300 feet of leather hose. The brigade
consists of one superintendent , three conductors , and twenty men .
The cost is defrayed by the local Board of Health , and amounts to
261. per annum . The total value of the plant is about 200 ?. The
water supply is derived from various sources ; and the fires average
about 4 per annum .
The borough of Wolverhampton , in Staffordshire , with a popu¬
lation of 60,858, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1854.
There is one engine station with two engines , one with 9 in. pumps
for forty five men, and the other 7 in . pumps for thirty men . The
brigade consists of twelve men, and the total annual cost, defrayed
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by the corporation , is 67Z. 8s. There are 648 feet of leather and
540 feet of canvas hose, and one fire escape ; and the total value of
the plant and appliances is 601. The water supply in case of fire
is derived from fire plugs placed by the water company in different
parts of the borough ; and the fires average 2 yearly .
The city of Worcester , with a population of 32,500, has no
regular fire brigade , but there are three engines and one fire escape.
The engines belong to the insurance companies, and the chief
officer of police has made several efforts to organise a regular bri¬
gade , but the insurance offices and the watch committee have been
unable to agree about paying the costs, and matters remain as they
were. Each engine company attends a fire and acts as it pleases,
independently of the others . There is a hose truck for each engine
company , for the stand pipes, hose, &c., and there is a hose reel
and its hose belonging to the police, the total hose of all being 1,080
feet, and the value of the plant and appliances is 600/, The water
supply in case of fire is obtained from hydrants , and in the city
the engines are seldom required , owing to the good pressure . The
fires average 10 yearly .
The town of Worksop, in Nottinghamshire , with h population
of 8,371, has its paid fire brigade , established in 1860, with one
engine station and one engine . The brigade consists of eight men,
and the engine is for twelve men . The annual cost of the brigade
is 91., paid out of the general district rate by the local board . The
supply of water in case of fire is obtained from pumps or rivers ;
and the fires average 1 yearly .
The town of Wrexham , in Denbighshire , with a population of
15,000 (including the parish ), has two fire brigades , one paid and
one volunteer . The paid brigade consists of six members , is sup¬
ported by the Provincial Insurance Company, and was established
in 1852. The volunteer brigade was established in 1862, and
consists of twenty members . There is one engine station in the
town, with two manual engines , one for twenty men and the other
for ten , and there are over 600 feet of leather hose. The total
value of the plant and appliances is about 3501. The supply of
water is obtained from pumps ; and there are on an average 7 fires
per annum .
The town of Wymondham , in Norfolk, with a population of
about 5,000, has no regular fire brigade, but there are two men
appointed to superintend the working of the two engines, and
twelve others who help when wanted ; one engine is for ten men,
and the other for eight , and there are 124 feet of leather hose.
The two superintendents are paid 1/. each for every fire they attend ,
and the men get 5s. each ; these payments are made by the Nor¬
wich Union Fire Office, and each of the two superintendents is
paid 1/. per annum from the highway rate in addition . The supply
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of water in case of fire is obtained from pumps and ponds ; and
fires occur very seldom.
The town of Yeovil, in Somersetshire , with a population of
9,000, has its volunteer fire brigade , established in 1862, with one
engine station and two engines . The brigade consists of twenty
men , and one engine has 6 in. pumps for twenty men , and the
other 4 in. pumps for twelve men, with 240 feet of leather hose ;
there is also one fire escape ; and the value of the plant and
appliances is 200L The annual cost of the brigade is about 121.
The brigade is divided into sections, one part attending to the
engine , another to the water supply , another to protecting the pro¬
perty , and others to the ladders , crooks, hose, buckets , branch
pipes , &e. The members , who consist principally of tradesmen
living in the centre of the town, find their own uniform ; and the
fire plant belonging to the town council, a charge is made for
attending fires sufficient to pay the pumpers , horsing , &c., and a
portion is placed in the savings bank for the brigade fund in case
of accident to any member . The supply of water in case of fire is
obtained from private pumps ; and the fires average 5 yearly .
The oldest paid brigades are those of Tetbury , established in
1745 ; Glasgow in 1748, and Ashburton in 1750.
The oldest volunteer brigades are those of Grantham , established
in 1764, and Ashford in 1824.
[ See also List

of Volunteer

Fire Brigades for other towns.]

Towns returned as having no proper Means or Appliances for

controlling and extinguishing Fires.

Town
Aberystwith
Acton . . ,
Allendale. .
Alston . . .
Amlwch . .
Aston . . .
Bakewell . .
Beaufort . .
Bedale. . .
Bedlington , . .
Broseley . .
Bunbury . .
Bushey . .
Calverley ,
Camborne .
Carisbrooke .
Castleford .
Chapel-en-le-Frith
Chepstow •.
Chesterton .
Cleator . .
Clevedon . .
Colne . . .
Cottingham . . .
Dalton in Furness .

County
Cardiganshire .
Cheshire . . .
Northumberland
Cumberland. .
Anglesea . . .
Warwickshire .
Derbyshire . .
Monmouthshire
Yorkshire . .
Northumberland
Shropshire . .
Cheshire . . .
Hertfordshire .
Yorkshire . .
Cornwall . . .
Isle of Wight .
Yorkshire . .
Durham . . .
Monmouthshire
Cambrid geshire
Cumberland
Somersetshire .
Yorkshire . .
Lancashire . .

Popula¬
tion
5,641
3,125
6,401
1,800
5,941
3,900
3,225
5,880
1,157
8,000
5,000
2,820
3,159
5,559
9,000
7,500
4,400
3,400
3,500
2,986
3,995
2,941
10,000
3,131
9,152

Town
Darlaston .
Dolgelly . .
Dungarvan .
Eccleshall .
Edensor . .
Eltham . .
Festiniog . .
Flint .
Frodsham .
Glossop . .
Kingswinford
Madeley . .
Oxford . .
Pembroke .
Prcstwich .
Rowley Regis
Seacombe .
Sedgeley . .
St. Just . .
Staveley . .
Twerton . .
Whitstable .
WiUenhall .
Wolstanton .

County
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Staffordshire .
Merionethshire
Waterford . .
Staffordshire .
Staffordshire .
Kent . . . .
Merionethshire
Flintshire . .
Cheshire . . .
Derbyshire . .
Staffordshire .
Shropshire . .
Oxfordshire . .
Pembrokeshire .
Lancashire . .
Staffordshire .
Cheshire . . .
Staffordshire .
Cornwall . . .
Derbyshire . .
Somersetshire .
Kent . . . .
Staffordshire .
Staffordshire .

Popula¬
tion
12,884
3,457
12,000
4,938
4.943
2,867
4,553
3,088
5,754
14,000
34,257
9,469
28,000
15,000
10,000
9,436
3,683
3G'637
9,290
7,500
3,012
3‘677
17,256
3,000

